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flip pncrr pis Tra ,·assos, l !l:!:!
lit>111·ric diagnosis. - - ~(ltocutylidae: Notocotylin,U': Hotly elungatf\
som,·wha.t attenuated :u1t1·riorly. \'l'ntral gla.11cls papilliform, arrang<>d
irn·gular~· in 1w,re than ."i longitudinal f!IWS. Oral sucker suhtcrminal,
with a promi11t•11t papilla on l'ach sid1•. CC'ca united posteriorly into a
common n·curn which pass1·s lil'tWl'l'II two t,•stt·s. Testes symmetri,·al or
diago11;1l. al J)t!Stl·ri11r l'Xtrcmi t~'. \'esi,,1tla sl'111i11alis winding, partlyo11 tside,
a11d partly insi,k l'irru-; p11nch. Cirrth pouch very much elongated, contai11i11g ,, iudin~ st•minal ,·,·-;i1'l1•. p:11s pr<>-;tat ica and lllng rver..,ihle cirrus.
Genital pl)rt'llll'dian, postbifurr:tl. Ovary prdcsticular, m1·dian, with shell
gland cornplt·x in front. VitPllaria f1illinilar, in prdr·sticular lateral fil'l<ls.
literiu,· ti,ils tr:u1.-.,,·('r-.,1·, 1111t extending latPrallv lwyond CPCa; mctratcrm
\\'(•II cliffl'H'lltiatcd. I 11ksti11al para:-..it<'S of marnn1als.
(~t>rwtype : H . hippocrcpis (Dil'S., I X,>0) Travassfls, l!):!2 (l'l. 94,
Fig. l I:ll I, in H\'/lruc//lia11s cupyl,ara; Brazil.
Otlwr spt·cil·~: fl . jl(dfrhumi Tra,·;hsos ct \'ogl'lsang, HJ:JO, in 1lfyopolctm11" ca1·p11s; ('n1g11a,·.

HI PPocRE p IS

Lankatrem<1 rrusz et Fcrnand, HJ54

1)

Generic lliagno. is. - Opisthotrrmatidae, Lankatrl'matinac: Body
O\'oid, flatl1•1wd, concaw \'l'ntrally and convl'X dorsally, without spines.
Oral sucker ,mall, practically krminal. Esophagus slender, ceca simple
"reaching ahout to ovarial n·gi"n ". Testes lobed, located symmetrically
alung postcrnlatrral margi11s of ho<ly. Cirrus pouch ,·cry small, containing
pars prnstatica an<l 111inute coiled cirru'>. Genital pore median, ventrotcr111mal. O\'ary large>, uranchc<l, transversely elongated in broad
prctt'~tH.:ular me,lian area and reaching as far laterally as vitellaria.
Laurcr's canal absent. Vitcllinr follicles comparatively large, extending
along lateral margins of hmly anterior to testes. Cterus occupying most
of anterinr two-third.;; of body, forming a large elongate egg reservoir in
front pf o\'ary; nwtratl'rm thick-\\'alled; eggs \'C'ry small, with very long
filanll'nt at mch pole. Excrl'tory porr at extrenH' posterior end, vrsicle
bifurr,1t1•d near its pore, arms nrnning forward medial to vitellaria.
Par:i-..itic in stomach of Sirenia.
Gcnotyp1•: L. ma1warens1i Crusz et Fernand, l!}f)4, (Pl. 103, Fig. 124:l)
ill D11i;1111;; J11~011g: c('\'lon.
1

)

This genus was assigned to Nudacotylinae by the original authors.

LANkATREfv1A

.Yl'ocnty!t· Tra \'assos, 1!)22
Gl'J1Pric cli.1gnosis. - Xudacotylidac: Body small, strongly flattrnl'd,
tapt>rl'<l anlt•riorly anrl hn1adly ro1111<ll'<l po~tt·riorly. Cuticle appan·ntly
smonth. Oral suckl'r ll·rminal. esophagus of mqcleratf' length, ceca
tt-nnmating in front 11[ testes. Testes lobed, one ,rn <'ach side at post1·ri11r
end nf bo<ly. \'e::.icula sPminalis extt-rna and int,·rna present. lirrus
pouch ancl nwtraterm W('II ,1t,,·,·lope<l, lying alnw~t trarbverst•ly in fr1mt
of left te-;tis. (;rnil,tl p•m· :-;111,lateral, inunl'diatl'ly prett-stic11lar. Ovary
irrq.;ularly !"fwd, s11h111vdi.111, in front of right testis. Shell gland complex
lllt"dial t11 u,·ary. l'ti-rn-; cuil1•d transvrrsl'I\' bet\\'l·t·n slwll gb111l complex
allll oral stll'kl·r, 1•.xte111ling latl'rally heyund Cl'@a to 1w,1r b()d~· margin;
egi.:s with Jllll,tr fib11w11h. \'itellaria massed tugether outsick of ceca in
middle third of hod,·. lnt('stinal parasitPs of mammals.
Gt"n11typl': .\'. llt'ocntyl1· Trava::isos, l!J:!2 (Pl. s::;, Fig-. 102H), in llydrochncrus capyhara: Brazil.

/VEOCO,YI.E

Notocotyl1da.e
Notocotyloidee Oollfus, 1966

La . , _ •

N01«o1yla#lu a. pa., type f#luotum Dealoa,cbamps 1824 est :

'-• ••••1Ww ayant la c:aract«a de Parap,o"°"plullum, sauf que lea ksti.... -

all a11e1a • que lea

panda c:utallffl IOlll

ablenta •·

Notocotyl 1da.e

Parapronocephalidae Dollfus, 1966
Dllcaallon. Position systematlque

a

L'anatomie de l'adulte differe peine de celle des Notocotylidae du groupe Notocotylu,-Catatropis. Les oraanes ont la meme dispo,i,ition, les memes rapport,;. Remarquons, toutefois. qu'il n'y a pas une tre5 tongue poche du cirre et que la forme de la
tate est completement diffcrente.
La meme forme de la tete existe dans le genre Parapronouphalum Belopolskaia,
dont seulement une espece est connue: P. symmetricum Belopolskaia 19S2 (p. 141-143,
fig. 6), qui a ete trouvee dans les caeca intestinaux de Calidris £= Arquatella) maritima
(Brilnnich 1764) de la ootc Mourmane par M. M. Belopolskaia et d'Arenaria interpres
IL) de la mer Blanche par D. V. Naumov.
Disposant d'un abondant materiel, en tres hon etat, Belopolakaia a donne une
de!eription detaiUee de cette espece. Elte l'a admise dans la Pro~plaali~ A. Loos~
1899, la raprochant plus particulierement du genre Ad~no,tUtn- A. Loo9s 1901, cree
pour unc seule e1pece: A. serialis A. Looss 1901 (connue eeu&eanent l l'etat adulte).
de la premiere moitie du gros intestin d'un Tlralassodtn,6 cortical• (Rondelet) a
Alexandrie (E1Ypte).
Chez ce Trematode, la face ventralc presente -- ce qui est aceptionnel chez les
Pronocephalina, - des series longitudinaJes Jc slandes cutaMa (comme ii y en a
chez Notocotylus) d'oo le nom speoiftque donne par Loon.
Bien que la forme de la tate soil quclque peu voisine chez Ad,,w,-rn- et Paropronoeepltalum et qu'il y ait des m-ies longitudinales de slandes cutanees dans Jes
deux genres. ii y a de ,randes differences anatomiqua qui lcs aeperent : cbez A de,w,raster, les caeca dipstifs sont pourvus de sacculations le lofts de kur bord intcrne,
les testicuJes IODt preaque compl~ement extracaecaull, le vitelloducae ttaasvene m
en arriere de l'ovaire. qui est un peu deplace ven la droite, le pore 9'nital est deplaai
ven la 1auche, etc... C'eat pourquoi Belopolakaaa. nc pouvant pea placer son ~pece
dans un aenre de Pron.ocephalintU, a propose un nouveau aenre, qu'eUe a place dam
cettc sous-famille.
L'auribution aux Notocotylintk n'aurait pas ite acceptable, non pea ICWelnlal
parce que lea testicules de Porapronoceplralum sont intraca1c:■ux, alon qu'ih tOIII
extracaecaux chez les Notocotylin«, mail parce quc la cercaire est d'un type COIDJMC·
tement different. Chez les Notocotylidae, la cercaire a une queue natatoire au
tongue ou plus lonaue que le COf"P' et une paire d'yeux lat&aux pi.....,._ ou, pour
quelques especes, un ~ii median en plus de la paire latcrale. Ca ycux pcniatent din
la metacercaire.
Belopolskaia, sans avoir vu la cercaire de Parapronoc,,,ltilbu,t, unit 4111e ceU..Ci
ne ressemblait pas aux cercaires de Notocorylinoe. En effet, Belopolskaia. l defaut de
cercaire, avait trouve et identific la metacercairc di.Ill le foie de Littori111t1 rudis Maton,
de la cote Mourmane, et avait observe de tres jeuna immatures. diff&ant a peine de
la metacercairc, dans le gosier de Calidris ( = Arquat,llaJ ,,..,;,;ma (Brilnnich 1764).
Les metacercaires de la Llttorine mesuraient 1,232 x 0,296 mm et les immatures de
Calidris 1.408 X 0,312 mm Cvoir Belopolskaia 19S2, p. 142, 17S-176, tableau 22 des
dimensions des metacercaires de la J._ittorine et des immatures du pier de Calidri6,
fig. I I a chez Calidris, fig. b chez la Littorine).
Peu apres, tous Jes stades larvaires furent trouves par G. K. ChubJ'ik (19,4,
p. 565-567, fig. la-b redies. Iv cercaire avec son appendice caudal, lg cercain: ayant
perdu son ·appendice caudal, fig. 1d metacercai~ dans son kyste) chcz des Lirtorina
aaxotilLs Olivi ( rudis Maton) de la cote Mourmane ct de la mer Blanche, dans le foie
et la ,onade. Cbubrik remarqua qu'en etc o0 trouvait les redics ct cercaires chez lei
Littorina, mail qu'en automne on ne trouvait plus que les metacercaires.
Si
compare la 1tades larvaires decrits er figures par Chubrik avec ceux de
/HU&MltUn Dal., on constate qu'ils sont, a tres peu prn, semblable!.

=
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Mo,""'°'""

,..... cettc pnaq• identi-' des formes larvaires et la meme forme particuliere
tlle. je III c:roil pu que l'npece de Dealonachampa ~it con,enerique de celle de
lleJapoldr•la. 'Nolll •¥GIii w que, chez celle-<:i, les testicules sont intracaecaux et que
laDpulliaelll di s)andes cutanees sont presentes a la face ventrale ; ce sont
. . 1111 Ila ■'appmeat l CCWl de "'""''""'· Je propoee done, pour ,ntasatum, un
No1«otfl0##1, ec je le place dans une nouvelle famille : Paraprono~flllDlle r-.,o,,onpltalinae K.1. Skrjabin (1955, p. 210) (6), dam le
m
Not««,- K. I. •rjabin a R. Ed. Schutz 1933 (7), qui contient deja
daqfamilla.
L'--,; c HUI de cettc nouvelle famille est schematile ci-apds:
de la

aa ._

.,..... .-e :
p' s« .

•*•

-

......_ • Ndlolbe,_: Reptiles. rarement Pomona (chez Jn PoiSlona, aeuJement
.......... UalOft lflO. H"""'°'""m Linton 1910).
..... C•rmri(i i.Dcaallu.
Adalll • ._ .......,... ciphaliqua 1peu d'e.xupbOM)

- ....... nc

Pronoc•pholi,uu.

1 ael 11we: OiteaUJl, rarement Mammifm1.

IINI C'#aP'M awe Jonpe queue ct yeux 9ipnen1es.

Aduhl a,.Nioe1 ccphaliques . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Notocotylinot.
Stadt C ~ awec quew rudimenta.ire, pu d'yeux..
Adulle &VK nrnst ns dplaaliquee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Parapro,ux;tp"'6limu.

(') ~ l llkrjalla (lt,S, ,- . 201-110) a lon,ucment diacu~ des affin.i• natureUea et de la
politioa .,.,+eetiqpe • l'eyw,,,,...,.,,.. : iJ a condu que l'CJListence d'un collier ~halique
dam ce pare a'Mlit , - • __.e MM7 important pour jullifter une 10U1-famille ,orqronocql,lllina,, ...,.,_ . .

N---,,,,._,

.a r6-ffa1eat de la auperfam.llJe NotocotylulM F. Poche 1926 (nom
l!. W. Price, 1932, p. 54, noce 4) = Pro,iocqluuoldea J. M. Ruiz
n'admet plus dam la l'ronoc•pltaJI,,_ de parasites d'bom6othennes et
1946. ActuelJemeat, •
l'on comene la fam. RJt.b,MopMia F . Poche 1926 pour Jes paruitee de Si.reniena ; cettc fanulle
comprend les ,enres RltlllHI~, S. I. Johnston 1913 et Tapro~/la H. Cruz et V. S. V. Peraand 1954; c:e demier aenre nait-' cc,mid&6, par . . auteun comme appartenant aux l'rono<:tphaliina, et iii en avaient donM une nouvelle difinition permettant d'y inclure une eap«e paralite d'hOIMOChenne.
('7) Ce aoa-ordn

chaq6 en Not«Ol7,.,_ per

Notocot yl 1d
Notocotyloides petasatum (Deslon gchamps, 1824) Dollf uR, 1966
Description
Corps plat. allonge, plus de trois foi'i a trois fo1s et demie plu~ long que large
(mesurant .4,S x 0,75 mm d'apres De,longchamp-;. 4 ' I mm d'apr~ Vtllot).
B d laterau:x non paralleles mais llO peu fes.tonnes et s'clargissant lentement en •
or s
• '- d'
d' ·1
direction posterieure. Extremitt! antl!neure pourvue. de chaque cote, un~ sor_tc ate1
ron. dont le bord s'etend transver-,alement dan, wute la largeur de la tete, a .a face
ventrale c ~e qui donne a la tete du ver. dil Villot. lorsqu'on la regarde de face, une
vague r~ssemblance avec un chapeau •. d\)U le nom specifique donne. pa~ _D eslong
champs. L'extrcmitc posterieure e,1 arrottJ1e et un peu plus large q_ue I anteneure.
La cuticule n'est pas spinulee. Je n"ai pa, vu de glandes cutanee-. comme ti y en

a chez Notocntylus.
La ventouse orale est grande (diametre : 0.32 mm d'apres Villot) et profonde
elle occupe toute la hauteur de la tete, de !'apex au rebord du chapeau. L'~ophage
qui lui fait suite est moins Iona que le diametre de la ventouse; ii o·y a pas de
pharyu. Les caeca iotestinaux restent distants des bords lateraux du corps ; ils sont
i peu pres rectiJipa, sauf tout a fait posterieurcmcnt, ou ils se rapprochent quelquc
peu ; iJs se terminent sans atteindre l'extremite posterieure du corps.
II y a deWl testicula aitues Jans le deroicr cinquieme de la longueur du corps ;
ill sont plus lonp qw lar,a et a hord, irrcgulierement sublobes ; ils sont en dehorc;
da caeca intestinaux et JepL.aent l'extrem,te ~terieure de ceux-ci.
La pochc du cirre, mal visible chez mn individU5, parait courte ; elle aboutit au
,-. pnitaL lible au milini de la lar1eur du corps, a la fin du premier sixieme ou
llpliane de la lonaucur de celui-ci . Je n'ai pas pu voir clairemeot une vesicule seminale
mterne dam la panic proximale de la poche du cirre.
L'owaire at 1iwe entre lea deux tnticuln, au ~me niveau ; il en est separe par
la caeca iDfatiaau1 ; ii est plus petit que In testicules et son contour est irrcgulier.
La vitcUQlha sont situes de pan et d'autte des caeca intestinaux et tonnes de
follicula de,.,.. m,uliere, ils s'etendent sur environ un quan a environ un sixieme
de la loqueur du corps, immediatement en avant des testicules. Le vitelloducte transVa"N puae COlllre le bord anterieur de l'ovaire. Le nservoir vitellin et la glande de

Mebliascmtm6diam.
L'utaul a UD trajet ascendant en 1pirale, decrivant des sinuosites tres serrees,
tranffel'lala. occupant la lar,eur de l'espace intercaecal, sauf distalement, ou elles
s'iilendent 118' une moindre lar,eur, avant de joiodre la poche du cirre juaqu'au pore
~nital, en arriere de la bifurcation intatinale.
La mutt nmplillcnt rutmas, ii, IOllt extdmement oombreux, opercules, tres
petila, IIIIIUnlll cle 20 l 22 11 de tons sur 12 l 13 ~ de lu,e. La coque est tres mince
(environ 1 11). Je ne 1Uis pu certain de !'absence de filaments polaires, mais je n'en

ai.,.. vu.

En c:e qui concerne l'appareil nmteur, je ne l'ai observe qu'en partie ; ii y a.
en uriere de l'onin, une ve11ie terminale a11ona6e lon,itudinalemeot, pourvue ou non
d'une ou deux pan de tri:s couru diverticules lateraux ; deux sros canaux y aboutissent symetriquement ; la puaent d'abord eotre les caeca et
testicules, puis en
dehors des vitdlo,ma ; ils se maintiennent daos l'espace entre In bords lateraux du
corps et lea caeca, juaqu•au niveau de l'cnopha,e. Le pore excreteur est ventral, un
peu en avant de l'exttemiti du corp!.

lea

hG. I et :. - Nurocor;·/o,des perastJrum (f . [)e,,lon1chaml>\ 1824), adultn, recolte&
Ro~coff <hni,tere) che, Srrer"'''" 1111t· r1,rr, 1l. . 17~81 par Alfred Villot bept. 1874)
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Notocotylidae
Notocotylo1des petasatum (Deslongchamps, 1824) Dollfus, 1966
A11na/.-1 ti.- l'"ru11wl11gu: (P,111,J. t

Sur Mononoma petasatum
et

son cvcle evolutil
,I

II.

l<Jt,t, .

n

-l pp

~><'I

J

'14

Deslongchamps J824

a

deux hotes

Par Robert-Ph. OOLLFUS

Eudes Deslongcharnps ( 1824. p. 551, n "

21 a sommairement decrrt. ,an,; hgurc, un

MCJDaatome qu'il avail trouve adulte dans les caeca d'HaematopuJ os1ra/e~m

I

((

hara-

drild•), l Caen (Calvados). II le nomma Monnstoma petasarum (*>.
F. Dujardin ( 184.5, p. 3.50-351) a reproduit la description originale Jc De,long
champs mais l'a maJ interprctee ct a suppose que !'orifice anterieur. mc:nlionnc pJr
Daloo,cbamps. etait une ventouse venrralc et c gu·uo orifice buccal se trou :.iit 4
ratremitc du borJ anterieur • : ii en a deduit qu'il s'agissait probablement J'un
Holaaome voiain de l'Holostomum denticulatum (Rudolphi 18 I 9).
Quelques eumplaircs d'un Monostome. que nous admettorn, etre celu1 de De,longchamps. oat ~ trouves
Roscotr (Finisterc) par Alfred Vitlot ( 1878. p. 18-20.
pl. V, fig. I), dans l'intestin d'un Strrpsilas interprrs (L.) (I). La figure donnee par
ViUO( a lte reproduite par Max Braun I 1893, pl. XXVI, fig. I). C'est Ia de~cription
et Ja fiaure donnees par Villot qui ont pcrmis !'identification de J'espece par le, hclm1n tholotistes qui l'ont retrouvee et signalee: W. Nicoll (1907, p. 248) dao., le, 1.:acca
de Toton,u calidru (L.), a Saint-Andrews (Ecosse), et Marie V. Lebour < 1909, p. 1\
dans les caeca de Strepnlas interpres (L.), a BeadncH (Northumberland) (21. 'i 'icoll.
ni Lebour n'ont propose une nouvelle attribution generique: ils ont !>eulement t.:mplo)c:
l'appetlation MOIIOStomum ~ta.satum Dcslongchamps et. dans sa c Reference I i... 1 of
the Trematode parasites of British Birds •. W. Nicoll ( 1923, p. 171. I 90) a garJ~ le
meme nom, le pl~t parmi les c unclassified Monostomes -. . lee; ouvrage, gcneraux
sur les T~alodes, tels que ceux de Ben Dawes (1946) et de S. Yamaguti (1 95Rl. nL'
mentionnent ~me pas !'existence de ce parasite.

a

(1) Dans une note prtliminaire, Villot (1875. p. 477) avait seulemenl relate q1.1 ·11 :t\all trou\c
Mono:rtomum a tele ailee el large ventou~,. dans J'intestin d'un Strepsi/as 111u,prt'1 <I )
(2) II est vraisemblable que d'autres helminthologistes ont relrouvc cc para\tte. m.11, nc I,, 11
pas signaJc ou idcntifie. Par excmple , le Mo11ostnm11111 sp. trouvc par Em.ir Lt'> noh •r -: , I 1J •, , h,,
HMmatopu:r osrra/egu:r l. a Bergen Glaesvaer (cote ouest de Norvegel ecait, pe1.1t-~1re. l'e,pt"Ct- de
Dcslongchamps; peut-itre aussi le Monostom11m ignntum W Nicoll (1906, p. 51 41 , du meme
hole, a Saint-Andrew, (Ecosse).
• Dans une au1re publication, E. Dcslongchamp~ (1827, p . 101-1021 a rel.lie a,,,,, 11 u,e up
0
Mono:rtoma a tcte subtrigonc dans lcs czca d'Haemaropus ostra/egus I.. ; 1I en a Jonne une
Je .
cription qui n'est pas meilleure que celle de 1824 et ii a chois1 un au1re nom ~pe.:1fi4uc. d1,an1
« Noua lui avons donn~ repithete sp6cifique Trigonocepha/um ,. C'e nom est heure1i-..•me-i I re-~te
ignor~ des helmintholoJistes.

un

«

A vra1 dire, la description et la figure donnee:. par Villot n'etaient pas ,uttisammeat det.11llees pour permellrc SOlf l'attrihution a un genre deja existant. c;oit la creation d'11n nouvl:aU genre . l cs revi,eur, de l'anc1<.:n genre c. M orwstoma ,. (Fr. Sav.
Monticclli I R92, C,. Brandes I IN2) ont ment1tmne f'e pece de Deslongchamps sans ~e
prononcer a ~on sujet . tourdois, quekiue-; -,uppo:,itions sur la pllSit11Jn systematique
ont cte hasardees dubitativement A. loo,s ( 1902 p. 610) a fait remarquer que la
forme de la tete, sans plus. rappeldit ce!le de, Pronocephalides ; mais le rattachemem
a cette famille n'ctait pas possihle, nialgrc Ia torme de la tete rappelant celle d'espcces
de la famille Pronvcephalidae A. Looss 190:! (par exemple des genres Pleurogonius
A. Loose; 190 I et A den()gasrer A Lou<,s 190 I l, parce que, dans cette famille , cntre
autres caracteres dilferentiel<.. rovaire est touiours en avant des testicule et un peu
latJral, le vitelloducte tram,, ersc e,t en arncre de l'cwaire. le pore genital est plus ou
moins lateral.

~11ifiiiilii (1911.
-

p. 553) a rapproche l'esr,ece de Deslongchamps des NotoLilhe ( I 909, p. 3 I), mais Jes differences, ainsi que nous le verrom plus
des analogies evidenle . trop importantes pour permettre !'attribution
mu.famille NotocorylinM W. KOS!ack (191 I, p. 22: 1911, p. 554-SSS) de

rnw..
milleure connaissance anatomique Jc ce Monostome me paraissant indis-

peur preciser ses affinite • j'ai eM1me nccesqire de revoir le materiel ancien-

t r6colte par Alfred Villot a Roscoff. en scptembre 1874.
Une partie de ce materiel existant encore au Laboratoire de Zoologie de l'Unitj de Grenoble, j'en ai demande communication au Professeur Andre Dorier et
alw-ci a eu l'amabilite de me confier - - cc dont je le remercie vivement - lea preparations, heureusement conservees, de la collection Villot. Ce materiel comprend
quatre specimens : deux d'entre eux ont etc monies en milieu liquide et sont devenm
inutilisables, les deux autres ont ete montes Jans Ju baume du Canada ; toute colorad.On a disparu et ils sont devenus si transparents quc quelques details de leur orpnisation ne sont plus perceptibles : neanmoin!>. 1ls permettent de donner une description
et des figures meilleures que celles puhliees par Villot.

NUUACOTYLllJ,\E Barkl'r, l!ll 6

Family uiagnosis. - Monostomcs related to ~otocotyli<la.e. Body oval.
elliptica.l or tapered anteriorly and broadly rounded posteriorly, more
ar
concave ventrally. Ventral glands, riclges M papillae ab cnt.
cker small, pharynx absent, e~ophagus short or motlt'rately long,
terminating anterior 11r medial to testes. Te tes symmetrical or
ymmetrical, at po. terior extrPmity. \'esicula !'.-1•mmalis externa awl
mterna present. Cirrus pouch strongly devclope1l. pn·tP~ticular, conta.ini part of seminal \'t>Sicle, prostatic c:omplt>x and protru ible rirrus.
t pore submedian or sublatcral, immccliatt:ly pretcsticuhr. O,·.tr\'
, more or less submedian, prctcsticular 1,r bet\vc'en and post,•riur to
. Shell gland complex medial or ant,·rinr to O\'ary. Rcc1•ptac11lum
· and Laurer's canal ahsent. Uteru-. in rlo:-t· tran vcrst' crnb tu:t,,·.,,•n
pouch and oral ,uckcr, almost n•arhing latnal margin:, ,,{ body;
term well differrntiatf'd; t'f:U{':> filanwntnl. \"itPllaria t·xtracrcal,
·or to ovary and testes. Excretory w,icll' giving 1,ff radiatin~ <:anal-,.
Kl'y to genera of !\ud,1c1>tylid,tc
Ovary between and anterior to frstes; ceca tcrmmating in front

testes ..................................... -.... .. . 1Vcacul\-le
between and posterior to testc!:>; c,·1·a tl·rrninating in
ticular zone ..................................... .V,ldacntyle

Nudacotyle Barkcr, l!HO
eric diagnosis. - Nudacotylida.e: Body ::.mall, oval tu cllipti,·,tl,
ly flattened, convex dorsally andcouca\'t' ventrally. Ventral gland ,
or papillae absent. Cuticle unarmed. Oral sucker ,;lightly sub, esophagus short or of modt>rate length, ceca terminatin,
·or or medial to tc>stes. Testes uval or somewhat elongate, Jol,1:cl
not, situated somewhat asymmetrically at posterior cllll of body.
pouch strongly developed, lying transversely or obliquely acros
·an portion of body in front of testes, containing enlaq;ed di tal
portion of seminal vesicle, prostatic complex and protrusiblc cirrns.
'tal pore submedian, immediately in front of ri~ht testis. Ovary
a.bed, between and posterior to testc::., more or less to left of mPdian
. Shell gland intertesticular, pre-ovarian. l{ccepta.culum St::minis and
Laurer's canal absent. Uterus coiled transversely lwtwecn cirrus pouch
esophagus, extending laterally bl'yond et·ca; eggs ::.mall, with polar
tuament at each pole. Vitellaria consisting of compact convoluted
tabular masses or clo ely massed follicle::., situat1:1l in prctest1cular
lateral fields in middle third of body or a little more po::.tcriorly. E.xtory vesicle stellate m outline, op1·11ing in ccnkr of pn~teri"r indenta• giving off 4 to 8(?) radfating canals. Intestinal para!-itt>s of mamnul .

notype: N. novicia Barker, l!l16 (Pl. 8~. Fig. 10fi4), in mu. kr.1 t ;
nmesota.

"Ccrc,iria mari/l," ckvelnps in Pnmatinpsis rap1d,1r1c1, ~ ilh ()ht.iinc.'tl
in wihl and labc>r,1tory-raisccl animals hy feedin~ (•11rys tc1l " ( at,1ria
marilli" - .\med (1!14t-), Kuntz (1951).

Key to -.pvd1•s - ~knjhin (l\l53).
Othn !-pL·Cil's:
N. tertia Tr~t\'assos, 1!);3!), in llydrochofru:; ci1pyh,1ra; Brazil.
N. valdn•uc,111ata Travassos, 1!1:!:!, in Hvdrochocrus capybara: l3razil.

Notocotyl idae

Nudacotyle sp. (Fig. 36)
Only two rats harbored 68 and 2 examples,
respectively.
llost: Proechimyslongicaudatus (Rengger)t -2 exx.
Habitat : Small intestine.
Locality: Tingo Maria (Castillo Grande), Dpto.
Huanuco.

Date : August 27, 1976.

This species is closely allied to H. novicia
Barker, 1916, from North America, but differs
from it .by posteriorly situated genital pore
and -larger cirrus pouch. Whatever this species would be, this is the first discovery of
the nudacotylid trematode from Peru. .

from h1
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Nudacotylidae
Fig. 36. Nudacoryle sp. from Proechimys lon-gicaudatus.
Scale: 1 mm.

f'J. UDA COTY LE

Ogmocotylinac Skrjabin et Schulz, 19:J3
~ubfamily diagnosis. -- Notocotylidae: Lateral margin:-; of body turned
over ventrally in form of a canoe. Ventral glands or ridges absent.
Cirrus pouch very strongly developed. Genital pore subme<lian, far back
of inte tinal bifurcation. Parasites of mammals.

O~niucotyle Skrjabin ct Schulz, 1!}3~ (March)
Syn. Cyml;i/orma Yamaguti, Hl!l:l (August)
Ge1wric diagnosis. -- i\(ltocotylitlae, Ogmocotylinac: Body elongate,
with latl'ral margins t urne,l on•r ,·c·ntrally tCJ assume a conoe-likc
appearance. Cutic:le 1111arn1l'tl. Ventral glands or ridges abs<'nt. Oral
sucker krminal, esophagus narrow; r<'ra lung, tc•rminating short of
Jiw,tt-rior l'Xtremity. Trsks clungate, more or kss l()bed, situated one on
1 each sid1• at posterior end of bu<ly. Cirrus pourh large, curved in form of
a C, (•11cl,1si11g st·minal ,·c•si.Jc, prostatic complex and long cversible
duct us l'jantlat11ri11:-. Genital pore suhme<lian, far hack of intestinal
bifnrcati11n. Ovarv lnbccl r,r not, In<'flian, at lcn·l of poskrior end of
tt-sks nr i1111n1•d1at('iy behind it. Shell gland cumplcx pre-ovarian.
}{eceptaculum semini-. .d>sent. \'itellaria partly anterior, partly dorsal,
to tt·:-.tes, conn·r~1·nt pustt·riorly. Cterus closely coiled transversely
bdwcl'll -.lil'll gland and mdraterm, ovrrreaching reca laterally. Mctratcrm ,wll develupc(l; eggs with filament at each J>llll'. E:xcretory vesicle
c;hurt, lateral branches l,ing, united anteriorly, with ntHn<'rous anastomo:--es. lnh'slinal parasites of mammals.

Ct'nl)typt>: 0. pyr,11ri;i Skrjabin et Schulz, l!l:l:l (Pl. HI, Fig. 1009;
J>I. fli, Fig. 1177), in Caprenlus pygan;us lifd/ordi: Ifossia.
( >th,·r speci1·s:
<J. (11/11ri l'ric1·, l!),,4, in A ilu.ms f,tlgms; Zon, \\'asb., D. C.
Ug»zo[!Jlslcr of Price is 11nclnulikdly lapsuc; f"r Uf!,mocntvle.
0. indica (Bhah-r:1.0, l!l4:!) Ruiz, 1!>46, in intestinl' and bile <luct of
,·arious rmnin,1nts; In,lia.
0. si/,·.1c (Yamaguti, rna3) lfoi1,, HM-{i, (syn. Cymln'/urma s. Y .) in

_'--,"ika nippo11 nif'pn11: Japan.

The Notocotylid monostom c Ogmocorylt! pygur:;i. ,,·,1s de~tribc•cl ,)'~•
Skrjabin and Schultz (1933) from the small intestine if ~ii, ri ..Jti
Capreolus pygargus bedfurdi. The ::;am~ ,·,-,1r, Yamaguti , I q3 > I l"ll' •r!t!d
another similar mammalian notocotyl1ll fn,rn lhe sm::dl i11t.-•,1i 1 e l:1° Siko
nippon Kyoto, which he nam,,d as C_rmh(forma sikae and rt fl'n, ,I it t,) :i
new subfamily Cymbiforrnin :H'. Bl1.ilcr:10 ~ 1942) coll 1 cti d 1 larg('
number of uotocotylid~ fnim lht· sm,dl intestine of Iriuia n hi,1sheep ~nd goats at ~1uktl'swar :rncl, foll,,,\ing Yamaguti's acruunt,
named 1t Cym?iforma mdica. Ruiz (19lt,) poi11ted out ti,. s1 111 il.irit l•f
the two genera anJ maJe Cymbijonna Yamaguti 19~3 :-vt1i)r,, m , 1f
Ogn~ocotyle Sk1jabin and Schultz, 1')J3.
:\cc,1rdingly, 1r 1,_ Ji 11 1Jau
sp~c1es was desig11ated as Og111oco1_1 i't• indicll (Ilhalcr:rn. I 'H2' I' t1i1.
(1946) and ass1g1wd to a rH'W subfa1nilr UPnwwtrli:1,1,
0
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In 19n-l thr writc•r dt>1!l'ribed in ahetraet a 1peeia of notoeotyloid trematode,
which belongrd to Uw genus Ogmocolyk Skrjaltin and Sh1ll'ta, 1933, from
the lesser panda, A ilr,rn., f11lgn,a. Through a lapem, apparently because of
the similarity of tht> generic names Og•oeotyr. and 0,-agukr (both notoootyloid), the name Ogmagaater ailuN wu propoeed for tile paruite.
The host, Ailur1111 /1,lgt'ns, was a young adull which died in the National
Zoological Park, Washington, D.. C. on May 21, 1167, and wu listed in the
records of the U.S. National Museum u Ateeaeion No. 262091. The-speeimen
had been obtained from a New York dealer in wild animale bat beyond this
no information was available as to it, ol"ijfinal eoun,e.
In view Qf the f at't that the lesser panda was a relatively rare animal in
aoological gardens and bet"auHe the Museum authorities wished to utilize the
careaae for anatomieal 1:1tudie11, a complete pecropsy was not possible. However, on May 27, 1927 {erroneously given in-the abstnct as April 27) the
writer was permitted to fluHh out the intestinal tract, by means of a tube
inserted into the duodf'num, and a single spet>imen of the trematode referred
to above was reeowrt>d in the washings.
The purpose of thii;; notf' is to present a more complete description of the
aperies than was po1:1::1ible in the abstract.
•

SYNONYM.

Ogm<>c•otyle ailttri (Price, 1954) Fig. 1.
Ogmoga.~ter ail1'ri Price, 1954

DESCRIPTION. Body scoop- or boat-shaped, 1.3 mm long by 0.73 mm wide.
Cuticle smooth and without spines. Oral sucbr 1ubterminal, 0.112 mm in
diameter; eeophagus slender, 0.13 mm long; intNtinal branchl'8 lendf'r but
eould not be followed beyond level of anterior transverse uterine loop. Genitlll
aperture to left of 1vroian line, about 0.64 mm from anterior end of body.
Cirrus pouch somewhat crt'Scent-shaped, about 0.6 mm long by 0.15 mm widt>,
the distal portion almost completely filled by the seminal ve ide ,md the
transverse portion almost entirely occupied by the pars prostati ~a; rirrm,
unarmed. Testes 0.29 mm long by 0.096 mm wide, situated as in oth(•r
notocotyloids. Ovary deeply lobed, about 0.1 mm long by 0.24 mm widE', "ituated between posterior <'nds of testes. Mehlis' gland about one-third as lnrg-e
as orary and 11ntc>ro-dorsal to it. Vitellaria <•on1111,1ting of relativf'ly large
follirlf's, forming hnnd arross body dorsal and largely anterior to !Pstt•s.
l:terus ronsisting- of' more or less n-gular transvenw loops extending latl'rnll~·
to nPn1· 111arg-in nf hody, almost filling zone betwf'<'D antf'rior margins of tP:4<>s
11nrl 1·irrus pou.·h . \ll'tratenn prominent, trans,•erse, about 0.24 111111 lo11g- h_v
O.OS 111111 wid,• . Eg-g ,; 0.0] H mm long by 0.011 mm wide, many with long- fil 1111wnt at :rnfrrior and posterior poles and others with a long tilan1 P11t :,t
1111top1•1·1·ular pol,· aud ~ ,-hortn filnments at OPf>rrular pole.
llo~rr. Lt•,-,;pJ' p:111dn, . li/11n, .Q /11/g rn,q.
Lo<' \ T l1 >~. T11IP"ti1w .
Lrn \J , ITY. ~:1tit111:il Z11nlog-i1•11l Pn r l.: . \\'o. bin,::-ton, D. C'.
l£11WT\ n
I'. :-- . '\11tio1111l " u-.1•11111 ll c•h11inthologi<•al C'olle<'tion • ·o. '2 7777.
I lr-.;c T s s 11,,
1'111• !!'••1111 -. 0,1111,,,·,./ 11/, wn-: p rnnn l '-· 1·•· : 1 ·
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( 1933) for O. pygargi which had been eolleeted
the mall intelltine of
f'apreola pygargus btdfordi in Siberia. In the aame year Yaipaguti (1933)
proposed the genus Cymbaforma or a notocotyloid trematode, C. t1i ,..ae, which
harl bC'en obtained from the upper portion of the small intestine of Si ka
ni}'pon in ,Japan. Ruiz (1948) regarded the two spet'if'tl as eongeneric and
pointC'd out that Ogmocotylt Skrjabin and Shnl'ts had priority of a few
111onths over Cymbaforma Yamaguti. Skrjabin (1953) regarded Yamaguti's
spt•<'ie::; as a ynonym bf 0. pygargi, an action that appears correct since there
are in~mffieient differences to warrant regarding the two species as distinct.
BhRlerao (1942) described as Cy•baforrrta ••dtca a species from the small

JULY, 1960]

HELMINt:HOLOOICAL &OcmTY

int.tine and bile ducts of sheep, pt.a ud . . la India. . Thia epeeiee WU
mblequentlyplaeed in the genu
by Raia (1- eit.). Coneeroing
tu freqapey of ooeurenee of thia pulllite, Baleno (1948) slated that
':(Jpbi/Of'WNt itMHCa ----------- ii very ecaacia in ,oak and 1heep and
mre in cattle at Mukteswar."
0paocolyl. aihlri resembles 0. ittdtca in many napeeta and may eventually
lleabown to be identical in spite of the wide differenee In. boltl. The principal
ehuuter which seems to differentiate the two forma ii 6- eirru pouch, thia
llneture being situated more tramvenely in 0. ailtari than in 0. ittdica.

o,aoeo,...
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I. u,1 n1Hro t11lc ailttri. C'omplet

·orm, ventral vi., • Ori~iual.

Notocotyl1d e
OG.\JOCOTYl.E JNDJC,I (BIL\LFRAO. 111 12:
Ogmocotyle indica arc smJ.11 monostomes fi.mnd in the intestine of
h ep, goats and rarely cattle in certain hilly regions. They undergo
disintegration on the cieaLh of the host and owing to their minute size,
are likely to be missed on casual <'xaminatio11. The worms are boat
shaped and in fresh specimens most of th 1• organs can be made out
under a dissecting lens. They consiqt of cl ar, translucent anterior
contractile portion, and packed opaque ::incl g-r.-yish-white posterior
portion which contain,; the reproductive oq~an,;. On fixation, the entire
body of the worm becomes opaque. Th· dorsal surface of the body in
living condition shows varying dt•gree of convexity with slight ventrally
inflexed lateral margim and rarelv po. terior margin also. Frequently
the cirrus is seen protruded iu the ventral concavity. Most of the
worms in natural as well as flattened conditionc; appear elongated more
or less oval or pear shaped. The anterior extremity i~ narrower ending
bluntly. The body i,; broariPst near th<' middle with the posterior
extremity broad and rounded. The bo<ly mf'asures 0.90-2.19x0.320.99.

1' I 'l / , l~ l(,

In cross sections the body shows three portions: (l) the outer
cuticle, (2) the inner subcutis and (3) innermost parenchyma. The
cuticle, is chitinous, smooth and unarmed throughout. The subcutis
consists of three muscle layers. The outermo-it is the circular muscle
layer. Between the circular muscle fibrt>s are scattered the ectodermal
cells each with a prominent nucleus. The next longitudinal muscle layer
is thicker than the circular one and is more developed on the dorsal and
lateral margins. The third diagonal muo;cle layer is under the longitudinal muscle layer and forms a charac:teri~tic network, particularly on
the ventral concave side of anterior half of the body. The parenchyma
consists of thin walled, looselr packed areolar connective tissues with
nucleated parenchymatous cells. In the ventral body wall also cutiele
1s smooth, but while the circular muscle layer is thicker and well
developed the longitudinal muscle layer is thinner and comparatively
p<>orly clt v lopC'cl. Ventral glands or ridges, acharader on which the
suhfamily i d1!f PrentiatC'd, are comple-t::ly absent.
The oral opening i-; situated terminally and measures 0.03-0.061.
l t is surrounded hy or:-tl surkPr "'hich j,. circular with strong radiating
muscles ;.ind rnPasures 0.09fi-0. I l>0 in diameter. From the sucker arises
a c.hort. uniformly thiL k OP.oph:ig, 1~, which is tubular with thin muscular
wall aml me,1~ui·e O.OB5-0. '7<, Q.fl I ()_()_03t1. Smrounding the oesophagu~ al0n~ i•~ wh,,h- lr11gth ar,• ~e0n unicrllular glands with darkly
stained granulf's up10 the exl1'11t of 0.02 3-0.030 around. Pharynx is
rompl,•t<>ly absent. The intestinal caeca0 are slender having thin
muscular wall. The straight distance from the intestinal fork to tq_e
tips of the caeca measures 0. 737-1.440 and their width is 0.023-0.061.
The caeca first diverge and then run parallel to the lateral margim of
the body, ending in the middle of the intertesticular area, converging
slightly. The left caecal arm at the level of the genital atrium is
frequently seen to push out towards the periphery. In one specimen
the caeca were united beyond tlie inteslinal furk at the level of the
<\nt~rior end of the cirrus-sac and again divided forming another fork at
the level of the bending of cirru•;-s,ac, and further ran almost a normal
cnur .t'.
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h e transVerse nerve-band is prominently visible . and
. . measures
23-0.086X0,017. Lying dorsally to the oesophagus 1t 1s situated at
band at the
distance o •17-o· 257 from the antninr end. .The. nerve
.
epch enlarges to form two subglobular ganglia g1vmg out nerves.

ro

The tubular excretory bladder extends from the middle of the
• to a hule in front of the posterior end of the body and
II
e ar1
• b'l'.
·
~ures 0.096-0.155 in length.
Anteriorly, st 1,urcates mto two
• •
t bular arms each measuring 0.003-0.007 in length. From
proJectmg u
'd
h'
these arms ari e the lateral excretory ducts_, one on each s1 e, w 1ch run
pto the level of anterior border of the cirrus-sac, where they further
~ivide and anastomose. The area between the oral sucker and the
· b or d"r
anterior
, of the cirrus-sac contains network of excretory tubules
as a result of the anastomosing branches of these two excretory ducts.
The excretory pore opens dorsally at a distance of 0.003-0.007 from the
posterior end. The whnl,· c•xrretrJry system ha" IH'en illustrated l.,y
Bhalerao.
The testes are situated opposite each other at the posterior end,
along the lateral margins an<l Pxtrrnal to th0 termin..:d pnrt iou of the
intestinal caeca and separated by the ovaries. They a1 c: • ir~0gularly
lobed and measurP 0.LH-0.538 >( 0.069-0.240. The shallow lobulatiom
may divide the orgnn into two to tf'n ill-defin<'d lolws. TIH' 1 h tt•s take
comparatively lighter stain ~1nrl consist of loosely packed, nucl ea ted,
unicellular cells. Th,, t\\'o va~a t>fft•rent ia arise separately from the
medial surface of tht> testes and pa'-s c•pntrally towards eavh other.
Anteriorly they unite to form the vas deferens in the posterior fourth of
the body, which passes anteri11rly in zig-:ta~ manner and is more
prominent at the be~inning of the' vesicula scminalis externa into which
it opens. The convoluted \·esicula seminalic; f'Xterna enter~ the cirrussac at its posterior Pnd and i~ cn nti11t1 , •' ,1 s promin<'nt vesicu] ;\ seminalis
interna. The cirrus-sac is the moq pron, iiw nt or!;:1n of thP body and
can be seen easily bv the n.1kt·cl ('yP. rt ic; pl::H't'd almost centrally
occupying nearly middlf.' third nJ' the bodv, with its bul~c·d out and
bent middle portion more on tlit' ll'1t sidP of thP mid-line, wlwn viewed
dorsally. The cirrus-sac is divid 0rl in tn two portions; : tlw anterior,
tubular neck-like portion containing ,· irrt1'i and t« ·rminal pnrtinn of tl1e
ejaculatory duct, and the posterior, bulbou<; pnrtio11 which tapers
posteriorly, containing- the poq<'rior JMrt of t hC' <'jarulatory duct.
pars prostatica. cornplPx .ind \'(",, i(' ula <; Ptni11.t!is int<'rna Tlw \'esicula
seniinalis interna i, cup-sli a pl•d . thick ly mw,cular and measun's 0 . l~J0.257x0.046-0.l07. ThC' pars prnst a ti, ·a i-; cluh-shapecJ and nieasurl'S
0.l l5-0.325x0.09t.,-0.161. Surrou11<li11 g the pars prostatic ,1 .1n• numerous unicellular gland cells, which rna v ~,H n • 1i11ws co v u ,\ litt] ,, portion
of the vesicula seminalis interna .
J, ,111 tl w . p.1rs p1n,; tati !' t ari st'S
anteriorly the convoluted t'jaculatory du« t "h it Ii i<; of n, ·a i h ll. !)113 -0.007
thickness and opens anl<'riorly into lhl' gt•nital ntri11rn. The /.! l'llital
opening is at a distancP of 0.274-0.754 froni the a11tl' rior extremity (due
to high contractability of the anterior pmtion ,. and oywn~ ,·,·ntr~l1'- 0 11
the left side of the mid linP arlj:1cC'11t 10 1hr )pf', ,. 1,, ,1 1 .ti!. I• ,1i, 1,
·
1 <l ln·ly
The drnis 1 norm.
. rotruded and i ts length
thi: posit, )n j, 0.120-IJ,'l05 r(l,0,i\0-0.120 the papiIJae on it being
'J ') Pi-O.f134 h :,
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Ogmocotyle in11ca (Bh~lerao, 1942) Ruiz, 1946 -- 2
entl
lo
m

1, rit
m10 two to umetimes three
ted l • or fork -shap d. OcC"asionally
le , er lnbe . Tht, O\ arian lobe are d eply staining
·i1 11 promiuc11l nuclei.
hort oviduct,
, d tc .iirrn
,lobular ootype, hich Hes at a
• from llw l > 1 rior !"nd of the dy. Either
rrounding or .l Jit I .ila: d I f tl oo "p
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body is generally asymml"lrically oval, 1w,uly twice a:-; long as lm,,1d.
measuring O.Ol8-0.03Q:,<0.012-0.013. Tht> wall of the body is compar.1tively thick and at one 1'11u forms the> lon_g'.·r "11111 stoutc>r ant-opt'!'< ulm
filament measuring 0.031-0.(lC'.l. The JilanH:nt at the opposit1' np0rc11lar
pole is thinner and shuner, and is continuation of the plug, measuring
0.017-0.051. Both these filaments are broader proximally and finely
taJ>liring d~lly. Inside the eggs, passf'd in the faece~ of the host, the
embryo is not fully formed as described bv Bhalerao, but i-; only in
developmental stage. Rarely eggs may have two fiL1111ents at vp0rcular
end.
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Incidence : A survey for the incidence of infection with 0. indica was
carried out in the plains and hills. In hill animals, the incidence of
infection, on faecal examination, was fnund to be 28.9% (51 out of 176)
among sheep and ~oats, and only 1.2% (1 out of 8'.3) among l ule
(Sharma Deorani, 1960). In the hilly areas too it is rarely found
below a height of 4,000-4,500 feet. At heights of 5,000-6000 feet the
intensity of infection is medium. In endemic areas, which were
generally 6,000~8,000 feet or above, the percentage of infection varied
from '14% at Baragaon, 45.4';{, at Bu<lher, 53. l f.. at Gwaldam to 53.8%
at Dcoban.

Ratio of number of worms present to number of eggs voided in the
faeces of the host. The pathogenicit y of thi<\ trematode infection depends
on the number of worms present in a host. In order to assess approxi-

-OVER-

mate ratio of number of worms present in animals 10 the number
of eggs voided in their faeces, quantitative faecal examiuation, for eaP
of all the eight animals were carried out and their averap worked oat.
These figures were compared with the number of worms collected from
them on their death. Roughly the ratio of number of ~gs voided to
the ·number of worms present worked out to be I :3 (The ratio appean
to be very low),

Longivity of the worms : The worms collected on post mortem
examination 3-5 hours of the death of the host were comparatively
motionless, and in a few disintegration had already started. The worm,
collected on poet-mortem examination 10-15 hours after the death of
the host, were mostly dead and quite a good percentage of them had
disintegrated. Katiyar (1956) found that the parasites were present in
the intestine of the host upto 48 hours of their death.
The worms when kept in petri-dishes lived for 9-17 hours in water
and 10-22 hours in normal saline during winter at room temperature.
During summer at room templ'rature they lived 4-9 hours in water ar.cl
8-14 hours in normal saline. At incubation temperature of nearly
30°C they died in 5-12 hours in water and 10-15 hours in normal
saline.

Intra-uterine development of the eggs : The eggs in the initial pan
of the uterus are rounded or oval and are devoid of filaments. In
the ascending coils of the utt>ru the eggs developed posterior spinelike projections. Later, at_ the anterior or opercular end the lid-like
operculum appears. In the first or scconcl transH'rse coils a spine-like
projection also starts from the operculum. Wi•h the dl'\·clopmcnt of thP
egg, these two polar filaments devdop further an<l become n1,111y 1imes
longer. In the distal part of uterus the egg become'l more asymmetrically oval with one side of the body more convex than the other, and
the two filaments become mu-qua! a11fl dis,imilar. Tht> two filaments
which were originally opposite to each other, now do not fall in a
straight line. Tlie segmentation of the embryo at this stag0 is \.\'Pl!
advanced. Such maturi: eggs nrc S('Cn in the distal part of uterus.
During the passage of e~e-~ through tlw female gono<luct the opercular
narrower and shorter filament i-, always forward.

Examination of snails and slugs for natural infection : The terrestrial
snails which were identified as Euanstenia cassida b)' the Zoological
Survey of India, and slug<; of Lima'\ sp. ,vPre collected from the endemic
areas of the infection. In all 318 £ . cassida and 52 Limax sp. were kept
under observation and were also examined after their death. But non<'
was found positive for the dPvelopmf'11tal sta~es or the worm. Also 379
aquatic snails of the genera Vll'ipara, /,ymnaea and Gyraulus from sanw
area were similarly examint"d hut tht>y too wen' ne~atin' for th<"
infection.
Attempts were made to infect the snails in the laboratory. In all,
clean 61 E. cassida and 4 each or clean lndop/anorhis, Lymnaea and
Gyroulus snails were fed on eggs either from faeces or from teased
worms, and kept under observation for mote than two months. On
their death, the snails were teasc>d a11t1 examined. No <le\'elopmental
ata'ge of the parasite was found in any ol' them.
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01.;mogasta Jiigl'rskiuld. 18!11
l;l'llt'ric diagnosis. -- !'\utocotyli<lae, ~ntoc1Jtylinae: Body oval,
flatte1wcl; margins flutP<l or pleated; ventral surface provi<letl with
nun1t'rous longih1tlinal rugac or ridges. Oral sucker terminal, esophagus
shmt, ceca ~ll'lllkr ancl L'xtendin~ tu posterior extremity. Testes lobed,
plJ.cetl symmetrically in posterior fourth of bodv. Cirrus pouch long,
median. Genital pure median, posterior tu oral sucker. Ovary lobed,
median, intertesticular, at level of pm,krior parl of te:-lt>s, with shell
gland compk·x in front. Laurer's canal pr<'S<'llt. \'itl'lla.ria. consisting of
i ofated follicle~. pretesticular. Uterus strongly cnm·olukd, extending

teriorly beyond base of cirrus pnuch arnl l.11t-rallv ht>vond intestinal
a. Excretory poFe oor~'1L close to po..;tl•rn,r 1·xtn·11;it\.'. Inti· ti11al
asites of marine ll}~p~'.hlal.;. ,.
'
Genotype: 0. plicat~' ·((r<'plin, I :!!I) J:igl'rskic'ilcl, I HI tPJ. !14, l· ig.
1134), in BaJaenoptera spp.: :-\ti.lnti .
Other specie :

0. antarctica John:-;ton, rn:i I. pro plic,1f1"
nee Creplin, in Ltf>lunyd111t,·:. "1•d.id/1 .u11l
Australia.
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Genus OGMOGASTER Jiigerskiold, 1891

Gtm8'l'ic diagnosia.-Ogmogasterinae: Body oval, flattened, and

lea.fiike, margins fluted; ventral surface provided with longitudinal
ribs or rugae. Oral sucker terminal; esophagus short; intestinal
ceca slender and extending to posterior end of body. Genital aperture median, a short distance caudad of oral sucker; cirrus and
vagina open into a short genital sinus. Cirrus pouch long, situated
in median line and extending posteriorly to near equator of body;
testes deeply lobed, situated in the same transverse plane in the
posterior fourth of body. Ovary lobed, median in position and situated at the level of the posterior margin of testes; Mehlis's gland
median, preovarial; Laurer's canal present; vitellaria lateral, consisting of isolated follicles and extending from anterior margin of
testes to level of the base of the cirrus pouch; uterus greatly convoluted, the coils extending laterally beyond intestinal ceca. Parasites of cetaceans and pinnipeds.
Type species.-Ogmog{J)Ster plicatus (Creplin, 1829) Jagerskiold, '
1891.

OGMOGABTER PLICATUB (Creplin, 1829) Jllarenklold, 1891

Pl.A.Tm 12, FIGURE 52

Synonym.-M onosto'lllfUllll, plicatum Creplin, 1829, pp. 878-880.
Description.-Ogmogaster: Body oval, 6 mm to 14 mm long by an
average width of 4 mm, flat and lea:flike; the margins of the body
have a fluted or pleated appearance, and the ventral surface is provided with 15 to 17 longitudinal rugae. Oral sucker terminal, 500µ.
in diameter, according to Leiper and Atkinson (1915); esophagus
short; intestinal ceca sinuous and terminating near the posterior
end of the body. Excretory pore dorsal, about 700p. from the
posterior end of body, according to Jagerskiold; excretory vesicle
Y shaped, situated ventral to ovary and testes. The limbs of the
vesicle extend anteriorly and unite at the level of the intestinal bifurcation at which point two branches are given off, one on each side,
which extend posteriorly in the lateral fields, then turn and pass
anteriorly to the level of the oral sucker, where they again turn and
pass backward and terminate near the posterior end of the body.
Long branches are given off here and there along the course of the
excretory ducts. Genital aperture median, situated a short distance
caudad of the oral sucker; the male and female genital pores are
situated side by side at the base o:f a short genital sinus. Cirrus
pouch cylindrical, 3 mm long by 300p. wide, containing a seminal
vesicle, 1.4 mm long by 200µ. wide, and a long convoluted ejaculatory
duct. The ejaculatory duct is lined with a membrane, which is
closely beset with small papillalike projections; it may be protruded
as a slender cirrus the length of which may equal the length o:f the
body, according to Creplin (1829). Testes deeply lobed, 1 mm
long by 1.1 mm wide, situated in the same transverse plane in the
posterior fourth o:f the body; vasa e:fferentia short, uniting to form a
relatively wide vas de:ferens which extends anteriorly in the median
line to the base o:f the cirrus pouch; it then passes to the right of the
cirrus pouch where it makes several loops, four to five according
to Jiigerskiold, and then passes backward and enters the base of the
cirrus pouch. Ovary deeply lobed, 500µ. long by 1 mm wide, situated
between the testes; Mehlis's gland preovarial; Laurer's canal present.
Vitellaria lateral, composed of 12 to 16 isolated follicles on each side,
lying ventral to ceca, and extending from the anterior margin of the
testes to about the level of the base of the cirrus pouch. Uterus
slender and greatly convoluted, extending laterally beyond the ceca
and from the testes anteriorly to about one-fourth of the body
length from the anterior end. Vagina muscular and lined with
spines which are about 35p. long. Eggs elongate oval in shape, 251'
a r i<l 1Y ·t a ng filament at each pole.

Notocotylidae
Ogmogaster antarcticus Johnston, 1931

Ogmogaster antarcticus John,lon. 19:3 I
The k'lXono1niC'-rrlationships and the hisLorical aspeels of t.h<' thr<'<' sp(•ci<'s
assigned to Ogn-wgaster. nam<'·I~·- 0. plicatus (Creplin. 1829). 0. <llllarctirns
Johnston. 1931 and 0. pentalineatus Rausch and Fay. j 966 have' 1H'C'll rcYiC'wt'c1 in detail by H..n-sc11 and F.\Y (1966).
Th(' basic measu1·c>menti- of sp<'cimens in the present. collPction 111'<' similar
lo thos(' quoted b~· R.n·srn and F.\ Y (J 966) for rnall'rial collcett'd fl'Om L. ,,•eddelli al ::\lc~Iurdo Sound. Antarctica (Tab. 3). The only diff crmcc' in tlH· mc>l'phology is in the position of Lhc uterine ]oops Telatin~ to th<' hnse of the· c·irT11s
sac. Rffscn and F.\Y l1966) reported that the ut<'rus docs not oftPn o,·crJnp
the cirrus sac and that when it does it passes VC'ntral to the sar. In tlw present
collection 25 of 32 worms examined ha<l a loop which crossed the c>nd of tlw
cirrus.Sal' and in 1ft of these tlw loop was dorsa1. Tlw worms cxami1wd .in tlw
present study arc well within th<> Jimils of Yariation described for 0. antnrcticus hy R.wscn and F.\Y (1966) exec'pt in t.his fc,alut·C' which should IH· exeluded from thC' dilierPnlial cha1·aclcrs quot.NI for 0. pli<·a/11s and 0. n11tarctin1s.
0. a11tarcticus was rceo\'~rcd from all seven sC'als. Jktnils of tlr1• i11t1·11si1~
of these' infC'ctions art' gi\'en elsewlw1·1• (BEn:nLn-BL·nrnx ln71 ). Nc•al'I~· all
Lhc spe<'irnens wen' n'co,·e1·ecl from tht' eac'cum, which is Yt'r,· s111all i11 tlw
\YcddPJI st•al. H<'latiq•l~- f('W we're' found i11 the col 011. J>rt•Yio11°s 1·<•p111·1:-. lia, ,.
rited tlH· prcf1'tT<'<l location as th<• small intestine hut. H.\t ·sc.11 and F.,Y (l!HiH
, stale that thei1· spC'cimens wc't'e nlso from the lai·g-e intt'sti1w a11d l':H·,·11111.

Table 3 -.,
·
f rom the Wetldrll
Measurements of Ogmoga.~ter antarct,cus
·
Seal
RAUSCH & FAY

I

\Present Material

(191ifi)
4-f>.5
2-3

4..!:2 - 1,.lll

Number of longitudinal
(mode)
ridges

13-15

]3 - 1~>

Oral sucker: length
diameter

0.42-0.56
0.53-0.1:iG

0.39-0.51
0.-!6-0.57

Body:

length
width

2.04 - 2.98

Cirrus sac:

length
width

1.25--1.64
.0.21~0.37

1.7,1-2.:20
0.19-0.3:2

Testes:

length
width

0.84-0.96
0.62-0.72

0.59-0.82
0.59-0.93

Ovary:

length
width

0.20-0.-!1
0.66-0.91

0.17-0.41
0.-14-0.66

Eggs:

length
width

18-15 /lffi
10-12pm

16-26pm
9-12 pm

Polar filament~

lo0pm

1,16-15:'ipm

Notocotylidae

Ogmogaster trilineatus ~ - llf'MSC//
(Figs. 1-4)
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Body oval, slightly arched
dorsad, 2.9-3.9 long by 1.26-2.40 in maximum
width near middle (av. 3.2,5 by 1.74). Margins
of body thin, sometimes slightly crenulatecl.
Tl•gument aspinose, with fain~, lc~n~itu~linal
striations. Three parallel, long1tudmal ndp;cs
on ventral surface, 0.107-0.300 apart, about
0.178 in maximum width, up to 0.300 high.
attenuated a11teriorly and posteriorly. Mesial
ridge t'xtencling from genital pore posteriad to
ltwt•l of ends of ceea; shorter lateral ricl~es externling posteriml about to level of posterior
margi11s of testes.. Ridges provided throughout
with numerous glandular cells arn111ged ill
parallel, trans\'erse rows. Oral sucker tenniual
to suhknninal. 0.20()-0.:321 in tra11sverse diamt•kr h\' 0.207-0.307 1011g (av. 0.26:2 hy 0.270).
Esopl;a~11s about 0.180 Ionµ;. Cec.:a slightly
sinuous. without lateral divt·rticula. extending
poskriacl dorsally, passing medial to vitelline
DESCIUPTION:

-follicles and across medial margins of testes.
~nd terminating slightly beyond posterior marjins of testes. Rounded to slightly lobed testes
equal to subequal in size, situated bilaterally in
posterior 1 1:1 of body; left testis 0.257-0.621
7-Jng by 0.200-0.-107 wide (av. 0.415 by 0.288);
f:ght, 0.314-0.585 long by 0.207-0.407 wide
(av. 0.393 by 0.287). Vasa efferentia running
rnediad. joining just anterior to Mehlis' gland.
't/as defcrens dorsal to uterus, 0.024-0.040 in
ciiametcr. extending anteriad near midline, and
enlarging dextral to e11cl of cirrus sac. forming
external seminal vesicle. Latter somewhat undulating, 0.024-0.130 in diameter, extending
Qnteriad dextrallv to level of middle of cirrus
,s:i.c, then turnin._g abruptly posteriad to proxi,oal encl of cirrns sac, entering latter after nar,-owing. Elongate-piriform cirrus sac on mid1
Jine. extending through approximately ,f1 of
I ength of body. 0.750-1.606 long by 0.28~tG.382 in maximum diameter (av. 1.125 by
0 .329); thic\.;-walle<l pars prostatica, occupying
a.bout 1 :i length of cirrus sac ( when cirrus exfrnded), 0.2-14-0.,535 long by 0.135-0.285 in
diameter. Cirrus sac opening into genital
qtrium on rni<lline immediately posterior to
1
c;ecal bifurcation. Everted cirrus about 2 as
long as body, 0.107-(i.135 in diameter (av.
0.119) . and covcrl'd by thick spines 0.0160 .027 long. Rounded ovan. 0.221-0.357 long
by 0. HJ:1-0.293 ,, idc ( a\,:. 0.260 b~ 0.237).
Situated intercecally hetwcen and slightly pos-terior to testes. :\tehlis' gland subspherical.
0.107-0 .:?.8,5 lonv; by 0.178-0.335 wide (a\.
O.171 lJ~ 0.232), 011 midline adjacent tn anterior snrl,1<·t• of ovary. Lanrer's canal present.
Vitellaria Yentrnl. in two lateral groups. left
jro11p \\'ith 1:5 or 16 follicks: right." ith ] -l-18.
1/it('llarin slighth• o\'crlapping antnior margins
"f tl').t<·~. and C'\h'nc1ing antniad about to middlf' of body. \'itl-1li1w ducts arising at lewl of
c.\ntf'rior 111:nf,!i11s of te:-,tc~ and runni11g mediacl lo
.l\tC"hlis' 1.da11d. l'krns n'ntral L·xtemh11v; a11ten,1<l from Jc., d of ~khli~· gland, ther<' L'1ll ,1ri.r111g lo form uterine ~vmi11al rPct·ptach·. and
-forming 1,1111wrous trans,•f' rsc loop~ m ·t•rlappi11g

E

E

("'~'ca hilat, •1,tlly. :\ntt•1i01 loops dircctrd antP('\klld!ng ahrn1t lo 111iclcl]P of eirrns s:tc•:
utern_s tt•rmm.itmg i11. tl1il'k-\\.11lt•d 11 wtrat, nn
~1111111111; a11_tl'n,1d to kit nf l'irrus :-.ac a11d "lh11' 111..; 111 gcllltal at, 111111 iu~t po:--tf'nor tn o1wni11c:
of <·1m1~ ~.1<. E1,!f.!s (l 0:10-0.0:3 t lrn,~ J)\· n Olll0. 01-4 "id<· (a,. o.n:121)\· u.01:2,, p11"; ~i 11 i! ,t

l'JHd

each end single polar filament 0.147-0 275

~01316~0( a0v5. 600.2(05) ; length of egg \\'ith filam~nts
··

- ·

av. 0.436).
Fin whale
, . B alaenoptcra /Jhy~alu.s
L mnaeus.
·
HABlTAT: Rectum
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Oil'lrussion

Three

species of 0gmogaster Jagerskiold,
1, ere recognized by Rausch and Fay
Q88). viz., 0. plfcatus (Creplin, 1829), 0. antJohnston, 1931, and 0. pentalineatus
and Fay, 1966. 0. delamurei Tresh1966, which is clearly identical with O.
aUn,mtus, was described from gray whales,
hrichtius robmtus (Lilljeborg) [ syn. E. gib(Erxleben) ], from the Chukchi Sea.
shchev's paper appeared in a volume which
was sent to pr~ss on 17 March 1966, while the
iption of 0. pe11talineatus was puhlishecl
in February, 1966. Consequently, on grounds
of priority, thl' latter name is applicable to this
pedes. The recently described 0. grandis
kriabin, 1969, ve1-y similar morphologically to
0. plicatus. was collected from fin whales from
antarctic waters. Skriabin ( 1969) found it also
in the sei whale, Balaenaptera borealis Lesson,
and in the blue whale, B. musculus Linnaeus.
The species of Ogmogaster, excluding 0.
gra,idis. can be readily diffen'ntiated by the
numbers of wntral ridges: 0. plicat11s. 18-28;
0. antarctic11s. 11-17; 0. pentalineat11s. 5 (an
incomplete sixth was observed in one · ecimen); 0. trilineat11s sp. 11.. 3 ( Rausch and 'ay,
1966; Tresh('hev, 1966). According to Skti.abin
(1969). 0. plicat11s has l!'i In 17 ventral ridges,
and 0. gra,1di,s has rn-25. In 0. trili11eatus,
the internal organs are arranged more- compactly, leaving the margins of the body free;
in the other species, the uterus and other structmes extend nC'arly to the lateral and posterior
margins of tlw hod\'. 0. trilirwatus is fmther
disting11isht•d by th~ follc1\\ ing characters.
0. trili1l<'at11s diffrrs from 0 . plicat11s ( ,\lld
from 0. _grancli.,) in ha\'inf..( a 11111('h smaller
liocly. a relatin·ly ,l1ort l'irrns sac (extell(liug
thrn11~h at kasl half thl' k11e:tlt of the hody in
O._ pliratr,s), smooth or \\eakh·-lohed testC's (0.
1:licat11s: lkeply lobed) , and the uterus arra11~Pd
m trans\'er~e IO?ps (0. plicatus: reticulate). '
Compan•cl with 0. antarctict1s. 0 . trilineat11s
has a smaller body, tc•stcs and ovar\' of different form (both deep)~ lobed in 0 . ci'ntarciirns)
and d1f~er<'nt 11terint' arrangeme11t (0. a11tarcti:
ct,.,.'. ,ret1l'ulate). 0. a11tarcticus is thicker, much
i:1101( m11,c:11lar, ancl ofte11 exhibits well defined
ll'g_ular c-remilations along the lateral and pos~
tNmr margins of the b<xlv
The . new ·spe c1es
·
· -:
1s
s11111·1 ar in size to
pr,11ta
th
b / meat us. Tl
. 1e latter ·s range in length of·
Fe (dy was giv('ll as 1.3-3.5 by Rausch and
( ~i66 1966), ,a,nd as ~.0-4.5 by Treshche\
t . /b· Ilown<'r, specimens suhseque11tlv obaml'c Y one of us ( D\VR) from the tvpe· host
measured
c:: 6 I
.
ong. 0. trilir1eatus
has .
. as n lllC·h as .,.
' 1 l t~umer, less muscular bodv hut the
ventra nclges· ai
. .c h ot h w1'd er and higher
. .'
th
than
• 0 se ~f O. pentalineatus. 0. trilineatus diff;rs
1
m . la\'lng
.
,·1 c:irnis. sac o f d'ff
i erent sh ape and of
re I<1t1vely
.
th.
k . . great
' er d iameter,
a shorter and
ic er cu-rus with larger spines testes ·md
ivarr, _of different form (both iohed in, 0
pentaf 111eat
1·
11· 11 ..~) , more c:ompactlv arra11ged ,·itel-·
m~ _o . ides,
larger eggs\\ ith much Jon er
pol.11 fila111ents. The well defined l t .. l ~
·11htimis
a et a sac- e~talin·, on _t11e ceca of our specimens of 0.
P
catu 8 wen· not observed · th
•
mens studic·d h) Treshchev.
m
e spec1-

Publish(•d records suggest that trernatocks
>f th<' ge1111s ()g11W{!(l.\'tCr 11~11a1ly (J(.'( ' llr _in ~Ill'
;mall intestine of tlw !itJst. for the l•xanmiahon
>f the fin whall's ern1sicll'recl here·, the intestine
was slit opl'n at three or more raJHlomly sclec:tt·cl
poi 11 ts and tlw smface of the mucosa scnitillizecl. No s1wcinw11s of 0{!.1110f!,O.S1r'r werl'
-found. \\'hill' \\ orking with ~ray wlmles in the·
iNinlf'l' of I96(i-(i7, it was fou11d that Og1110yf.',l<'r spp. co111111<111ly oc~·111-rl'cl in th<' n•t·~m.
lht•n'after, beginning \\ 1th the 1967 \\ ha hug
S"('a!,Oll, that portiu11 of the• rectum exposed
Qftn the hli1bher was fle11~ed from the carcass
'lt·as routim·h l'xaminecl.
Treinatod~s of tlte ~<>mis ()gmogaster wert'
(01111d in the 1ectum of lfi (:30'i~ ) of 54 fin
_.,h,\le:, l'Xarninecl during HJ67. I 9G8, ancl 196H.
,hn•t> spl'dC's Wl'r<' represent<'cl .1111ong specir1e11s coll<'c.:tc<l fru111 l •l of these whales (Table
1) . Such trematodes were founcl in the recturr
o_f ,5.'3 (38o/,) of 139 gray whales: 7-0. pe,1talmeat11s only; 22-0. antarcticus onlv· 24both species present (Rice and Wolma~.' 1970)
None of these trematodes has bceu found ir
sei whales. Bal.aenoptera borealis, nor in spertr
whales, Physet,·r catodon Linnacm, taken ofl
ePntral California.
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1967-173
1967-192
H)68-1.51
1968-156
1968-159
1968-169
1969-169
1969-170
1%9-173
1969-176
1969-181
H)fi9-l83
19fl9-1 R4
1969-185

Date
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2 Aug

X
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7
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X
X
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s rHOTREMATIDAE Poche, I !):::!fi
Body spoon-shaped, spinose ventrally. Pharynx
der; ceca without diverticles. Acetabulum absent.
n posterior half of body. Cirrus pouch present.
at po~tcrior extremity. Ovary nwcli,m or submedian,
1cular. Re<·eptaculnm seminis arnl Laurer's canal
a.y be absent occasionally. Uterus confine1l to intercecal
aching ceca laterally; eggs with long polar filaments.
ular, prctesticular. Excretory vesicle short, with partly
ateral branches. Parsites of Sirenia.
· olrcma Fh,cher, 1883.
Kl'y to subfamilies of Opisthotrcmatidae
ria marginal; uterus inter- and extracecal; tc:-tt:s posta:1; exq. tury vesicle V-shapcd .............. Lankatrematinae
Vitellaria entirely or mostly intercccal; uterus intcrcccal;
testes inter- or extracecal; excretory vesicle tubular Opisthotrematinae

Family OPISTHOTREMATIDAE Poche, 1926
F(lffJ'l,il,y diagnosis.-Body spoon shaped; ventral surface spiny.
Esophagus moderately long, slender; intestinal ceca without diverticula. Excretory pore dorsal; excretory vesicle short and with lateral branches. Genital openings median and situated almost at extreme posterior end of body. Cirrus pouch long and slender, median,
containing a strongly convoluted seminal vesicle and a protrusible

cirrus; testes intercecal or extracecal, situated in the same transverse
plane in the posterior part of body. Ovary either dextral or sinistral
in position, pretesticular; Mehlis's gland postovarial; seminal receptacle present; Laurer's canal present or absent ; vitellaria weakly
developed, intercecal, pretesticular; uterus long and slender, occupying the greater portion of the central part of body, usually confined
to the intercecal field. Eggs with long polar filaments. Parasites
of respiratory passages of Sirenia.
Type genus.-Oputhotrenia Fischer, 1883.
KEY TO THE GENERA OF OPISTHOTREMATIDAE

1. Testes extracecaL _________________________________ Opisthotrema (p. 49).
Testes intercecaL ___________________________________ Pulmonicola (p. 55).
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Opisthotrematinae Harwood,

J!J39

Sublamily diagnosis. - Opisthotrcmatidae: Body oval to pyriform,
:concave and spinose ventrally, with body edges more or less turned
ntrad. Oral sucker small, esophagus moclerat1·ly long, ceca reaching

to near po terior extrt>mity. Testes lobed or not, just lateral or medial to
ceca in posterior half of body. Cirrus pouch long, l'nclosing slender
convoluted seminal Vl'sick. Genital pore terminal. Ovary lobed, median
or submedian, pretesticular. Vitelline follicles entirely or mostly intel"•
cecal, at level of ovary. Utt•rus confined to intercecal field; eggs filamented.
Excretory vesicle tubular.
Key to genera of Opisthotrematinae
Testes intercecal, ovary median . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pulmonicola

eatracecaJ, ovary ubmedian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OpistJwtrema
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Opisthotrema Fischer, 188:l
Cochleotrtma Tra\'as os et Vug1·l'-ang, rn:n
Generic diagno i . - OpLthotrematidac, Opi thotrematinae: Body
to pyriform, flattened, conwx dor-=ally and concavt' ventrally.
e of ventral urface spiny. Oral su(ker suhtermi11al, fc llowed by
moderately long e ophagu ; ct>ca mon 1,1 J ,..,!-- i11uous, reachini;
. mar posterior extremity. Tc'-fr indented, j11 t out id,· <1•,·,t in arnc
plane in postnior part of hody. (rrrn pouch l<,11g, 1nt·diau,
taining slender con\'uluted ~•·mi11al n. iclt· ,rnd l1111g p1,,tru. 1bl,· cirru .
'tal pore terminal. O\'ary lobt·d, t,, n •ht or !,·ft 11f nwdi.1n lrrw i11 fn,ot
testes. Laurer's canal pn· c11t. \'1tdlari,t , 011 i ting ,,f mun· 11r le
etrical groups of rounded fr,llid,· or irwgular aw1i, 1·xtt-ndmg in
cecal area at level of oYary and tc. tl'·. Ctcru l,,n~ ....tt•ndl'r, efJ11uted, occupying greater part uf c ntral p1•rtiu11 of b11dv; mdrat,.rrn
relatively strong muscular wall; l'ggs ov,tl, fd.m1, 11ted nt ,•J• h pol, ·.
cretory pore dorsotenninal; excretory vesi ·le t 11h11l.Lr, \\ ith J,iteral
ches. Parasitic in re.piratory tract or Em,tad1ia11 tu!,,.., uf 'ir·ni.1.
Genotype: 0. dujottis (Leuckart, h174) (1>1. H4, l•1g. I l.:!X), syn .
. ~ Fischer, 1883, in Eustachian tube-., an<l ,· 11ph, gu uf lliilicore
"'rOJlf,·. Australia.
Other species:
0. cocltkoh'ema (Trava ·sos et \'ogeL~L ng, 1!131) Price, 1!)32 ( yn.
A-,,llistomum /abac e.um Dif'~ of L ·idy. J 91; Opi lhotrema coclz.
leare Fischer of tile et Ha sall. J !➔4; Cochieolrc1na cochi otrrma
Trav. et Vogel ., rnaI). in na~tl passages and tomach of
TridJecltus ffklnalus and T. latirostris; • 'orth America and
Tropical America.
·

yn.

Cochlt·olrema ~ <J11istolrt•malidae . Curpo discoide provido de um
rebordo para adaplac;.a.u aP l11~pedador; face dorsal convcra t• ventral coll cu·a; vent< a oral :-.uh-,•t~utral. c.t.•cus longl~ t· formando amplas aJras ·
p6ro genital 11W1liano. posh'riur. ,c•ntrul; holsa do l'irro lun~a. <k-lMad
om
cirro, prostala '-' ,·t'.skula sc.·minal enovelad~,: lt•sli('Ull.6 prufundam •nl lobadcit., posl-..·quatoriai~. exlra-('.\·cais; °' ariu lateral. post-equatorial. p, ·tuterino, prc-l~licular. lohado, ul ro int a e t•xtrn t-:t'<·al, \'ajiua longa e
muscul~a. Jor~ahm·i1tf' a hulsa do ctrru: vilt>Jin~ do alA!i, me dianos c la
terai ·. pttil- . iutra t.· prt•-tc.•slic11lan~. l'om p11uc11s r"liculos volumr~ · ca-·
nal de 1.aun~r pres• 1h·. parlindu tl.i cs1~·rmalt'l·a. onA'!i oµer<·ulados t' pro1d~ dt- lon~os filam•·nt,~ polarcs
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Genus OPISTHOTREMA Fischer, 1883

Synonym.-Oochleotrema Travassos and Vogelsang, 1931.
Generic diagnosis.-Opisthotrematidae: Body oval to piriform in
shape, flattened dorsoventrally, dorsum strongly arched and venter
strongly concave; margin of body may or may not be provided with
a muscular rim, Cuticle of ventral surface spiny. Oral sucker ventral, situated a short distance from the anterior margin of body;
pharynx absent; esophagus slender and of medium length; intestinal ceca more or less sinuous and extending into the posterior fourth
of body. Excretory pore dorsal and somewhat removed from the
posterior margin; excretory vesicle tubular and provided with lateral branches. Genital pores at posterior end of body; cirrus pouch
long and slender, containing a slender, convoluted seminal vesicle
and a long, slender, protrusible cirrus; testes lobed, situated extracecally; in the same transverse plane in the posterior part of body.
Ovary lobed, to the right or left of the median line anterior to and
separated from the testis on the corresponding side by the intestinal
cecum, which passes between them; Mehlis's gland well developed;
seminal receptacle present; Laurer's canal present or absent; vitellaria intercecal and consist of a grapelike mass of follicles on each
side of median line, or of a mass of irregular follicles in the median
field. Uterus long, slender, and convoluted, occupying the greater
part of the central portion of the body; vagina long, slender, slightly
sinuous, and provided with relatively strong muscular walls. Eggs
oval and provided with a slender filament at each pole. Parasites
of the respiratory tract and eustachian tubes of Sirenia.
Type specws.-Opisthotrema cochleare Fischer, 1883 (=Monostomwm dJujonis Leuckart, 1874).
Remarks.-The foregoing diagnosis is based on the characters
common for the two species which are described later. The writer
recognizes the genus Puhnonicola, which was proposed by Poche
(1926), as distinct from the genus Opisthotrema on the ground that
the intercecal position of the testes in Puvmonicola puhnonalis is too
great
value. a difference to be regarded as being a character of only specific
KEY TO THE SPECIES OF THJ!I GENUS OPIBTH<>TR1!1MA

1. Body piriform in outline; distinct muscular rim absent; intestinal ceca relatively wide, their blind ends diverging__ dujonis (p. 50).
Body oval in outline; distinct muscular rim present; intestinal
ceca slender, their blind ends converging___________ cochleotrema (p. 52).
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OPISTHOTREMA DUJONIS (Leackart, 1874), new combination

PLATJ!I 11, FIGUBID 46

Synonyma.-M onost017I/Um dujonis Leuckart, 1874, p. 419 ; Opisthotrema cochleare Fischer, 1883, pp. 1-42.
Description.-Opisthotrema: Body piriform in outline, 9 to 11 mm
long by 5 mm wide; the dorsal surface is strongly convex and
the ventral surface concave, which gives the body the appearance of the bowl of a spoon. Cuticle spiny on ventral surface,
according to Fischer, and also on anterior part of dorsal surface, according to Johnston (1913). Oral sucker ventral, 600µ. long
by 850µ. wide, situated about 460µ. from the anterior end of body;
esophagus slender, about 1 mm long by 80µ. wide; intestinal ceca relatively wide, slightly sinuous and extending to near the posterior end
of the body, their blind ends somewhat distended and diverging.
The excretory system consists of two canals, one on each side, united
by a commissure a short distance caudad of the intestinal bifurcation
and again by a similar commissure about midway between the intestinal bifurcation and the posterior margin of the oral sucker.
Each of the canals is provided with lateral branches, which extend
to the margin of the body. Excretory vesicle ( ~) ; excretory pore
( ~). According to Fischer, the canals terminate near the ends of the
ceca and probably open separately. The cirrus pouch is cylindrical,
2 mm long by 245µ. wide, situated in the median line in the posterior
part of the body, containing a greatly convoluted seminal vesicle and
a slender protrusible cirrus; genital pore ventral, near posterior
margin. Testes lobed, 250,u. to 540,u. in diameter, situated in the same
transverse plane and extracecal in position. Ovary small, lobate,
situated to the left of the median line and a short distance cephalad
of the level of the testes; Mehlis's gland small, caudad of ovary;
Laurer's canal present, the proximal part of the canal being expanded
to_ form a seminal receptacle measuring 170,u. long by 57µ. wide.
V itellaria wealdy developed, consisting of a few follicles situated
along the vitelline duct at each side of the intercecal field. Uterus
slender and occupying the intercecal space in the equatorial third of
the_ body; during i~s course the uterus .describes a number of loops
which form a treelike pattern. The distal portion of the uterus is
ex~anded to for~ an egg reservo~r and continues as a slender vagina,
which opens beside the male gemtal aperture. Eggs oval in outline
29µ. long by 9,u. wide, provided with a long, slender filament at each
pole.

H ost.-Hal,wore dugong.
Loaation.-Eustachian tubes and esophagus.
Distribution.-Phili ine Islands· Aus_!!alia.

Remarks._:_'l'his species was named Monostomwm duj01Vi,s by
Leuckart (1874) in a review of Zeller's (1874) paper "Uber Leucochloridium paradowwm Carus and die weitere Entwickelung seiner
Distomenbrut." In this review, Leuckart, in commenting on the
genital system of L. paradoarwm, stated: "Und seine Generationsorgane in allen ihren Theilen vollstandig und deutlich erkennen
liisst. Die Ausmiindung derselben liegt, wie sonst nur bei wenigen
Distomeen-Ref. kennt auch ein Monostomum, das sich ganz ahnlich
verhiilt, M. dujonis, das Semper in den Eustachischen Rohren des
Dujung. der Philippinen sammelte und dem Ref. freundlichst zur
Untersuchung uberlassen hat-an Hinterende des Korpers, dicht
neben der des excretorischen Apparates." Fischer's (1883) description of Opisthotrema coohleare is based unquestionably upon a study
of the specimens which Leuckart referred to, since he stated in the
introduction of his paper: " Besagte Form wurde von Herrn Prof.
Semper in Wiirtzburg auf seiner Expedition nach den Philippinen
gesammelt. Sie entstammt der Paukenhohle von Halicore Dugong."
The name given to this worm by Leuckart can not be regarded as
a nomen nudwm, because an important morphological character, the
position of the genital pore, is pointed out and in addition are given
the host and habitat of the species. It is, therefore, the opinion of the
writer, that the correct name for this species is Opisthotrema dujonis
(Leuckart), since the rules of zoological nomenclature state: "Art.
25.-The valid name of a genus or species can be only that name
under which it was first designated on the condition: a) That this
name was published and accompanied by an indica,tion, or a definition, or a description; " etc. The description given by Leuckart
is more in the form of a comparison than an actual description, but
it appears sufficient to fix the specific name, since the rules do not
state how much description should be given.

oi,it'rBOraBJrU. COCBLEOT~BMA.

(Travaa■o1 and

Vol'eltanl', 1981 •) new combination

PLATE 11, FIG'tJBl!l 47-49

SynonymB.-Ampl1,i8tomwm fab{JJ(Jeum Diesing of Leidy, 1891, pp.
14, in part; Opi8thotrema, cochleare Fischer of Stiles and Hassa , 1894, p. 253; Oochleotrema cochl,eotrema Travassos and Vogelr
sang, 1931, pp. 143-146.
Descrlption.-Opisthotrema: The body is oval in outline, 8.5 mm
long by 6.5 mm wide, strongly concave ventrally and convex dorsally;
the margin of the body is surrounded by a more or less delicate
muscular rim, which is about 250µ. wide. The strongly convexo-concave condition of the body suggests that the entire worm attaches
itself to the mucous membrane in the manner of a vacuum cup, the
muscular rim serving as a sort of seal. The cuticle of the ventral
_surface is covered with scalelike spines, 7µ. long by 4µ. wide, arranged
in irregular alternating rows. The excretory pore is situated dorsally, about 930µ. from the posterior end of the body, the aperture
being surrounded by a muscular sphincter. The excretory ve~:Jle
is tubular, about 1 mm long, and is provided with two principal
branches on each side; the first branch occurs at the level of the blind
ends of the ceca and the other at the anterior end of the vesicle; two
smaller branches are given off on each side a short distance caudad
of the anterior branches. The remainder of the excretory system
could not be worked out in detail, but judged from sections the course
of the principal branches is probably similar to that described by
Fischer for O. cochleare. The oral sucker is transversely oval, 1 mm
long by 1.3 mm wide, strongly muscular, and situated ventrally about
465µ. from the anterior margin of the body; it is deeply imbedded in
the parenchyma and projects only slightly beyond the ventral sur~- The esophagus is slender and about 465,... long; the intestinal
~a are slender and serpentine, 155µ. wide, the blind ends converging
toward the median line. Cirrus pouch slender, about 3 mm long
by 155,... wide at the level of the testes; the walls are moderately thick
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• This species was described by the writer as new in the present paper, but while the
manuscript was awaiting publication a description appeared by Travassos and Vogelsang
(1931) of a species from Triohechus manatus which appears to be the same form. The
description given herein is from the writer's specimens. Some slight ditrerences exist between this and the description given by Travassos and Vogelsang, but these differences
appear to be those of interpretation. Travassos and Vogelsang note that in their specimens the ventral surface is covered with small papillae similar to those occurring on the
ventral surface of Gastrotli$cus, and that Laurer's canal is present. In the specimens at
the writer's disposal the ventral surface is covered with small triangular, scalelike spines
(pl. 11, fig. 49) and no Laurer's canal is present. The absence of Laurer's canal is shown
in pl. 11, fig. 48, which is a reconstruction from serial sections.
The writer does not agree with Travassos and Vogelsang as to the necessity of creating
a new genus for this species, since the differences between this species and the type of the
genus are too slight to warrant such action .

.and muscular, both circular and longitudinal fibers being present.
The seminal vesicle is slender and greatly convoluted, and occupies
t.he basal third of the cirrus pouch. A definite pars prostatica
appears to be absent although some prostate cells are present along
the distal, less convoluted portion of the seminal vesicle. The cirrus
is slender, about 2 mm long, unarmed and protrusible. The genital
aperture is ventral and situated at the posterior end of the body
at the junction of the muscular rim with the body proper. The
testes are deeply lobed, about 850µ by 620,..., extracecal and opposite
each other in the posterior third of the body. The ovary is irregular
·~ outline but not deeply lobed, about 435,... in diameter, situated
' Vhe right of the median line, intercecal and pretesticular. Mehlis's
gland is composed of large piriform cells and is situated median
and slightly dorsal to the ovary. The seminal receptacle is muscular, more or less oblong, about 697µ long by 155,... wide, and situated
dorsal to Mehlis's gland. There is no Laurer's canal. The vitellaria consist of relatively few, large, irregularly shaped follicles
situated in the intercecal space between the equator of the body
and the testes; the follicles are not divided into two separate groups
as in O. dujonis, but form a single, more or less grapeJ.ike mass. The
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ass o loops
portion of the body;
the loop, extend slightly beyond the ceca laterally, but do not extend
anteriorly beyond the intestinal bifurcation. The terminal portion
of the uterus is continued as a muscular walled, slightly sinuous
vagina or metraterm, which runs dorsal to the cirrus pouch and opens
beside the male genital aperture. The eggs are oval in shape, 18µ.
long by 11µ. wide, light stra,w colored, and provided with a long,
slender filament at each pole.
Hoats.-Tricheohus manatU;S and T. latirostris ( = ManntutJ lati-

w~ oQeu.pies the greater part of the central

'l'OBtris.)

Loaation.-N asal passages and stomach.
Distribution.-North America (United States-Philadelphia, Pa.),
and Tropical America.
Specimens.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No. 1732.
Remarks.-In a note presented at a meeting of the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences, Leidy (1891) reported the occurrence
of Arnphistomum fabaeeum Diesing in a sea cow, M anat'U3 latirostris,
which died in the zoological garden. These specimens had been collected from the large intestine and submitted by Dr. H. C. Chapman.
In the same note he said: " Numerous specimens, many of larger
size, up to 11 mm long by 9 mm broad, were obtained from the
nasal passages of another sea cow, and were presented to the
Academy by Jacob Geismar."
Stiles and Hassall ( 1894) examined the trematodes of the Leidy
collection and redetermined the specimens reported from the nasal
passages as 0'[Jist&Jtrem.a ooohl~are Fischer. A part of the material, two specimens, was retained in the United States National
Museum collection, and it is upon these that the foregoing description of 0pisthotrema aochleotrema is based.
These specimens are sexually mature, but somewhat smaller than
those reported by Leidy. One of them was stained and mounted
whole; the other was stained and sectioned. The description given
above is a composite one, the details being obtained from the sectioned specimen.
0'[Jisthotrema cochleotrema differs in a number of respects from
0. dlujonis (Leuckart) ( = 0. oochleare Fischer), so that there appears to be no doubt that they are distinct species. 0. coohl,eot1·ema
is provided with a muscular rim similar to that described for Pulrnonicola pul;monal,is ( von Linstow) ; the intestinal ceca are slender
and uniform in diameter, serpentine, and their blind ends converge;
Laurer's canal is absent; and the terminal part of the uterus is not
expanded to form an egg reservoir. In 0. dujonis the body is not
provided with a muscular rim; the intestinal ceca are not of uniform
width, only slightly sinuous, and their blind ends diverge; Laurer's
canal is present; and the distal part of the uterus is expanded to
form an egg reservoir. Other differences may be easily seen by comparing the descriptions and figures of the two species.
Fischer's (1883) figure of 0pisthot1·erna ooohleare ( = 0. dujonis)
leaves the impression that the principal branches of the excretory
system open separately and in this connection he states " indem
wahrscheinlich nicht eine, sondern zwei Miindungsstellen vorhanden
dlirften, die der ventralen Seite angehoren und jederseits unterhalb
der Darmschenkel liegen." Poche (1926) doubts the presence of two
excretory pores in this species, but Fuhrmann ( 1929) believes that
two openings should be present and has indicated in the figure of O.
cochleare (" nach Fischer") just where these openings should be
located. The study of serial sections of 0. ooohleotrema has shown
that the position of the excretory pore in this species is essentially
the same as that in members of the family Notocotylidae • and
Pronocephalidae. In view of this fact it appears reasonable to assume that the position of the excretory pore in O. dujonis will be
4 In Poche's (1926) classification of the trematodes, the monostomes belonging to the
famllies Notocotylidae, Pronocephalidae, Opisthotrematidae, and Rhabdlopoeidae are placed
in the super-superfamily Notocotylida. Since groups of the rank of super-superfamlly
have not been recognized by helminthologists and are unnecessary at present, the writer
proposes at this time the new superfamUy Notocotyloidea, to replace the super-superfamily
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t''iCa\':tdu H·nlralrm.·11lt.• (' corn·avo na !'not~ dorsaJ .
omprmwnto <'t•r<·a d.· X :1 10 mm 1u,r 11111·1 larg11ra <k· ti a 8.:i
lem umn e pc~ura dt• rcr~t ti,· t mm 11iio c1111sid<·r:111do a ,·~ca t ntra1 lomadu l'nlre o piano do r<•bordo Vl'nlral c o piano lanj<·nl<·
da uperfiri<' dorsal. .\ ciir do•; t·x<·mplart~ t'ixa ◄ los 1· l,ra11e11 ll'ilr~a Sl'pa r ndo u uprrril'it• \t'1tlr·&I da Mtperl'iric· dorsal ,·xislc· um allt·l 11111sc1uar
d
r<·n dt' 0.25 mm . dt• Jarg111"'1 qut• M'n't• para adaptar II parasilo :1 sllpt•r..,
fici do hospedador fix:.mdo-o como si· f11s.~· lodo •·It- 11111 ·1 Y1 ·11tosa. l~,tc aucl
a um pt•qm•,10 loho 11:1 p:trlt• po-.trriur .\ Lw<· ,·1•J1lral ,. l'lw1a cit' J't' qut•na · papil.1s nu1ril'urmt·.s dt• dgum modo n ·nq,aravd ao qu,· s<• oli,crva
m l,aslro,liscus. pnrt"·m umit" J>t·qu1·11as •· st", visin·,., pr·11ica111 •11lt- 1111 .. ,., r
Le ht ·tnlojicos . A supt•rficit• dors31 ,, lisa .\ must·ulatura do <'orp,, ,. rnuilo
dt• t•n,·oh ida <'Xislindo fortt·s t't•ixt•s mu:-.n1l:1r•·., sil11"1tl1,-, 11hli1t11:111w11lc t·111
lttth ;L, ,tin•\'iM.~ \ \Tlllosa oral,. .,il11ada 1ia l'at·l' n•nlral : fi1 •;1 11d11 pi ll' 1h n
lru do and de ,ulapt,u:i\11. ~·11do <'' ,•111(- qul' 11 parat-&111 l1 ·11 1 1p11 · rt'l1r.1r s 11:i
:thmt•nla\·ilo da mucosa do hospt•clador. nwd · ct•rca d,· I 2:-) a l .:iO mm
de diamt•lro Em st.·i,.tuida a \t'lllnsa vt·m um ('!>;of ago d('Spr11v id11 d(• l':tri n j •
, 11m 1·e1Ta dt• 1 :.!:> mm tk <.·omprinwnlo (h c·ccos silo n ·l:11 h am ·nit' ~
lrdt11, <' sin11uMl.."i formando 3 gran<l,•,o,; al~·as ('Xlt·n1a.'i c· ·i inkrn:t<.;, .,., c·x in·midadt.~ silo dirijidas para a linha m<'diana ao co 11 l r:ffi<l d i' fJ cor/1
l1'<lrif.irm,· 0 poro gt•nil~tl fira -.ituado 11a linha nH ·dia11:1 j1111t11 :i n r e t,u rdo
prn,krior do l'11rp11 F111 .,,.g111da au :1tri11 ?.41'11it.tl . '{l h' 1· 1111111 11 n• rl11s icl,,. t'ic~ •
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. • a :wna h ll<'lllar ,. nwdl· c.-erra
:; mm. de largUl"H mu ima \ hol a con• )0111(·:1 ,, iHUl!tiia ,·1• ic-ub1 sc•minal
com <'t"T<"~l d1• 1 :i 1 !t 111111 dt· cliu•

m
ficam no h•r,,-11 p•"-lt rinr dn c-orpo \ \'111 u nwnoh II c11111prinwnt11 ch 1,, ,Isa ,to
:i ,•sla O 11ti-r11 a1ir,-s1•1tl:i 11m r.111111
r u·n undo numt•rosas :,11:a, lr:111,,·,·r :ii-. ""

obr,· ludo an ni\'l·I cl:is ,1kas i111t·r11:1s cl11 i11
glaudnl,1 cl, \khlis 1J11•cli·111:i ,. (·:111:il ii•· I ;111
I fnrman<l11 ., c :p,·n11at1·r·:1 tnl 1·111110 l"l'
chlear, . 0 <1\'arin ,. pr1•-~t·st1(·11lar 11,tra
C't•rca <It 0 ..4~ a 11.:-,0 mm. cit> 1hamct1 ,, 111l·dio
tiluidos por ·olu
ac-11 s siluado• dt~dt• lof,(o :tl,aixu
t
ouC'o aeimn da zo11a "'ari-111:1. i11lr,1-1·1•c·ai •

ini

°'~

~aiiii;~~m~ifi11111i,,-,,~:--, l

m·o., 1111·1h·111 1·,·n·:1 dt· II.II:! I 111111 d1
di' lar~ura maxima. s:'\o 11111·r,•ul.11los
:q,r,·
·,
11 tl:-1~,•l1, d11 11p1·r1·11l., ,
111·11 ... 1•:-.1".,...h" q1u
d,• 1111112 ·1 11 oo:J mm cl, d1:1111l'lr1, 1 > I la
:1:! .1 11.. S'i llllll d • c•11111pri 11, 111,, 1· pncll'III ,1·r d,·
tr,·qut•ut,·. quc-r ,, 111:11, d,•I ~1d11 qu,•r 11 "I" rl'1ll,tr
1111, " ' ' " m.1d11r11. d,· m11tl11 ·, clan·m a,p,·lu
11111d11
l11l,1p1·,~ ,111 uh'r11 '111 p;l!'.is1la qu, 1111, 1·,..,'111~ :JI•~
a11 mai ... 11ilid,,.... t' SI' ('1,r:1111 111:ii, t,,,·t, lll'lllt
1111
'II J. 11h•ri111, 11'111 asrwlu lila1111·1111 ...... ,· 1·111 ., I' I ;11
0 ·1p.1r'-·lho t' ,-r1'111r 11:"11 • p1111<h· "-<'r ,,,111d:11l11
11 \ Bl 1 \ 1
1-. lum,tJ.,t• • de· Tri, /11·,·u~ mu1111/ 11. I.
l'n1,, lb., •·11qtl.1n•.., qu•· 1'!-tl11el:1mos 1'11r:11n C"ul1'l'11111 '"" ,, , I 1rd1.1.
Zoolo 11c11 dt I lo1!,!,·;ll~·c·I-. ch- lla1}1h11rgn
1Hs1 H 1,1-111,B · \mc·riC'a Tropiral.
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- d1souss1on trom Stunkard,1967

tudies of Harwoo,l raist qm s\ 1011s nf ,;pecif1dty in th<: genus ['Ji
• totnum. The po. itinn llt thl' genital pnre relative to the bifurcatio11 ~
d' e the tract, an<l the e ·tent of thf' vi <'lhri l arc , ndable; inclre<l, Harwoo6
r ed ( p. 33h l, th:lt the i0c·atto11 11{ tlw ,~,~nit,1\ pore ''ma_ not be wholly re
11

'm ns pre. 1·n l'd in ,1 1.:011tn trrl ~tat . ,pt;rhlly if the cephalic end is

entrad." Ob e1 v;1tio11 uf Ji, ing spct·imc:n· disclo:sc:- much variatio,1 in locadon
the nit· l 1 ore ns th,· antcrnir r-11cl oi :he body is extended amt retracted.
description oi i''. nh-t·atwn hy Kci, sa1·k ( 1qi I) \\'as liased on material t1·oin I\ n
ber of ho. t spt-cit's ancl the c.1wl·i111 1h , aried fro:n U.78 to 0.90 mm. in ltnith
Q.50 to 056 mm. in width fhe gf'11ital pore wa<; described ciS vei1tral n5
intestinal bifttffatin11 and the vitcil:ma ocrnpied thf. n,iddle thirr1 of the ll
Concernin~ tht! vitdlaria, Ko.,sack statrrl Ip. 564), "Doch ist ihre E-r tr

nicht ganz 1-.onstant. da sie hiiufig nncli hin1 1 ·n his ;mm Vorel •rrand dct 1i
reichen." Jn the pr -;ent '.'>tudy, !ht· r ·rc:1ri,1 . meta, ercariac, and adult are
able to two diffe-rcllt :,in' gnn,p:. Tht: adult,; of one ~roup are k. tlian 0.50 i
in leni.:-th and uc identificd a:-. I'. / 1ar-..•,1111: ad11lts of the other grot1p arc O.S5
0.90 111111. in length a11d :,r..: i<le11tifit>d a~ F. alvrat11111. lt th re wer1, pecitneil
intem1e<liatc size, it would be fr;t ii ,!1· to iudude all in a single specil! ·, but sin
all \.Vere fro111 the same intermedi. te ho:,t-.--JH't'i<''- .md rfcveloped in the sam fiftfll
pecies, the difference. appt>ar to he gcnetic. The ~reci1, ens studied hy Heti
agree with the largt>r c,f the pre:-c-11t sJ ,1,,•cie:, and may belong to P. ai'l•eafum~
Examination of p11l1lislied 1k,;eriptiu11" in tlic light of the ahove co11 idcnaf
raises doubt co11ccmi11g the validity of <·rtain speciec,. I amrnonostnmum /fst
veafum Price. 1931. from the muskrat. is , cry s11nila1 lo I'. paruum Stunkard ait
Dmiihue. 1931. from an t1t1i(lc11tifild duck, whose life-cycle is rc·ported in the pr
ent p:1per. Tlie t, ·n spcci<'s an· \'irt ually equal in i:1e and sh.ape; in bofli t
cirrus sac is shon an<l wide, with luop.; of t!lt" -:.f•minal vesicle and uterus exLcnd
beside the sac ; the rnctraterm i:-: ::;liort. uot more tlian one-half th length of
,rrus ~ac; the vit,:llaria P. lt-11,l iront the te.,tes 1.o tile Jc,·el of the cirru sac,

)

the ute1 us has 8 to 11 trn11 \ er ·c luop . JJ,aa11111110.dui11Ulll pseudah• at1r ,,. ha
larger oral sucker, larger g, nad . l.\rger cirrus ~ac and a some,vhat more anterior
locatiou of the genital rnrc. [f the,, fe:1t111·es ~m: the re ult of development in
1iiffe1ent ho::.ls, tl1c two ~pl'!cit•s may 1, id<'ntiral. • imilarly. l'<1ramrmostamm1t
bra11tae B111lock, 1952, agrees -.n 1.:0111plctl'lv with rkscriptious oi P. afr•f'atmtt that
the two specific concept::. merge anrl P. hnrntae falls in ")'llonymy. Bullocl· (1952
uoteci the similarity and distinguished b twrcn tlte two spcC'ies on the shape of the
ovary in P. ali.•i·at11m, which he rt'Cl•gni .- cd as an unreliable char~cter. and the

-

t:irg{:r cirrus sac of P. braniae. The figure of P. 1ir9.'!tt
.'-xpanded and filled with spermatozoa. ParamonostoMtrili t,lqfr
was descril1ed on a single sp~cimcn irom Fulica- atra taken it S
somewhat Jarger siugk specimen from the same host, F. at,-~ ~ l).1dia, wa · described hy Baugh ( 195~) as ParamonostomtOflt ji,i;,
stomum Mttio11i Baugh. l 9~8. f rnm the common teal, Ndne'M er«c
morphologically and is intrrme1 lfrite iu si,:e hetwcen P. ma.croslo,.-.
but information is ina<lequate to determine th<" ·pcrific status of these s
ipt"cies, Paramunostrmlitm rasa,rttm fro111 Casarrn n,tilo afld Par
q,,,,erqucdul,mi from Qum711t·d11!a r.ircin, \,·,.re desrrihed by Lal (1936)
Each ~pedes was descrihtd from tl sin:_;le specinien. The worms are appr
the same size and nJ()tphological ag1 t·ement is so romple.te and precise th:\t
d~tinction is highly qmslionahlc: J n item c;i reported differenc is the
of the genital pore, which in V (arc11·n1m is at the posterior border of t
sbcket, whereas in P. qt1l'rq1,, dz,lum it is slightiy anterior to the jule~1inal
tion. But the loc,iti•111 of tlie pnr • <:lJift-.; witl1 c.-tn1,ion and retr:i.ction of
ilor mil of lhe hocly and witlt the orientatio, n[ the oral sucker. Jf the.
turned so that the 1nontl1 is -.,111,tenuin.,I. tht• cs0phagus appears short an<f
the pore apparr.utly is fart!1er fnrn ,,r,J :\for,.on:r. th~ two species <lescri
(1936) are ,·cry similar to aw, m. y he icLnt1cal with worms from ducks t
So.ocllow, O1ina, and de:,rrili('r\ liy 1is1i ( 19 '5) ::is i>ararnoffostamum ovatu
dcscriprir:n of Parnmonu1·!om111r micr?1/i11m111 hy ~foghc (1932) is i
die uterus is r<'pr1.:s<'nt1:d in 1 k~r:ti,1111t~t: • !,1a1111rr and the location.:> of the
and l\fohlis' gl:111(] :tr<" rt'1"•'! ..;<oel. Tl ,c ~11edme1:s w,:rc from Philomachus
taken at ~agpur, Tn,iia, ;,;!Cl are -i!llil,l,· lt, tLn~e dc~crihe,l h Lal I JQJfj)
single spec1rr cu from r]:1fr,1r-:•d111'a rfistL'!'s t;,l-.:<:11 in !'!c.·ic~ tltld descri'
Caballero ( 1942) as J\;ra,1 1 •t:(I ·t 1:11,111 ,i!·t,,,-/11111, clwelv n-::-eml le- the
de8Cnb!d by Lal ( l<l.36\ /\ ,Ji,tinct ;u., 1:p. cha ..arterize,· hv ?oog drru
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Lal (l'roc. Indian Academy Sci., Seo.BJ (1):25-34,
retains PARAMONOSTOMUM as a valid genus or the
subfamily Notocotylinae. He describes 2.guerguedulum rrom
Qu1raueaula o1rc1a ant P.casarcum from Caearca rut1la.

1936)

He divides Paramonostomum into two subgenera and giwes

ke7s to genera and epeolee.

rrom Stunkard

1967

Notoootyl1dae

Paramonostomum alveatum (Mehl1s in Crepl1n,1846)
I'araH. ,,,n ,ft 11i11m er ~ta, ;1 .1
(Hgs

{

d, 1Ii
I h)

Pte ious account inclwie the in,1cieq1 :1te tdc,cr 1ti in o tit ur:gin . d pc·i 11.;ns
, Monticelli (1892), the brief : atemcnt b
.u 1i.~ (lC L) when lie cn::r e th
phus Po,amonnstomwm, B!H the tlCC-OU11l 11_\ ,r,,, ,a l ( 1' 11I:

ho worms are. ovatr, rounde<l posteriorly, more j•0intt<l. antc1 io1 ly. Typi 11
es of the body are turned veutracl an,{ mcdia'1., so th v nter forms a cupu1
ity, which suggested the specific name. ai1:eatmn. The opening i small
e outline of the body. Fixed and staim•d --=.e ually m. tnre specimeus n1
-0.85 mm. in length and 0.40 to 0.53 mm. in greatest width, w ·
teriot half of the body. Under pu sure of a covergl.t.s•,, the
worms are much greater. The cuticula appears to br moQth,
of living specimens under high magnification clisclo:-cs e. cccdi
y set spines, arrauged in parallel row 1 on th \'e 1tr~l urface. Th
of the bodv wall is weal· and movem nt i!- :.light or sht ,gish. The
the ocelli
the ccrcaria persi:--ts in the parendiyma of the anterior ead
'· The oral sucker is 0.06 to 0.065 nun. in di1 meter: th· esophagus · s
1t the length of the oral sucker: the ca<:ca m ~ <lorsal in loca 1011 and follow
1 contour of the body; they tum mecliad :it the anterior ends of the tes
between the te:Stcs and o,ary, an<l terntinate blindly behind the level of
s. As nored b)' Rothschild ( 1941 1 p. 363. fig. l .J, "it is well known
notbeotflid trematodes the excretory vesi .le becomes greatly co , plica
, large, ram ifyin" dt'ndritic Lranchrs ari. e from thf' lateral and
ring fonned l>y the fusion of the c-ollecting ducts of the cerca ·
complex reticulum that ~rmeute.._ the parendt) ma oi th
posterior to the ring, opens to the surface by a dor

of

bod_z.
ria,ns, situated in the extracaecal :;i

THE TREMATODE GENUS PARAMONOST011 ·M

rior end of the Lody. They measure 0.12 to 0.18 by 0.10 to 0.14 111m. in diam t r.
Sperm-ducts arise at the anteromNlian faces anrl unite in front of l\khlis' gland to
form the vas deferens which p:i.s:es anteriad. dor. al to the uterine roil'-.
hnut
one-third of the body-length frorn tl1t' anterior end. the duct enlarges to f rm a 1. rg ,
coiled, ext"mal seminal vesicle, ,he la.,t loop of whirh extends forward on the ri Tht
side of the cirrus sac. The cirrus sac is cur ·t·<l, :,hort and broJ<l, 0.16 to 0.24 nm.
long and 0.10 to 0.13 mm. wide; the posterio1 poi 11011 contain!-> the larg~ internal
seminal vesicle; the pars prostatica is short. and the cirrus i eYersiblc ( Fig. 4 }.
The ovary is me<lian, between the te.::tc~ . J t is a variably lobed organ. 0.08 to
(US mm. in diameter. The oviduct nn ·e.., at the anterodorsal face of the o\"ary
and receives a short, common vitelline duct ac; it enters Mehfo,' gland, which is
smaller and immediately anterior to the O\'ary. !\Iehlis' glanJ contains the ootype,
in which the eggs are formed. The initial coils of thl· uterus are filled with permatozoa. There are tO to 12 tran.,.,verse uterine loops that occupy the inter~l area
posterior to the cirrus sac. They an~ , f'ntral to the digestive caeca and in prf.s.~
specimens the ,itellaria are almost cont1~11ou-, "ith the uterine loops. The met:ra-i
term is ventral to the cirrus sac and about one-half its length The vitetlaria are
extracaecal aud extend from the testes to the leYel of the cirnts sac. The ~ an>
operculate, have Jong polar ii laments, measure 0.019 to O 021 by 0.011 to 0.012 mm.,
and are embryonated when passed.

FAMILY NOTOCOTYLIDAE LUBE, 1909

Paramonostomum actitidis n. sp.

(FIGURE

6)

~0

Cnble,Cotnor, & Balling , 19o
c,,,

Specific diagnosis based on 4 ovigerous specime?s with. the characl~rs of
the genus. Body 0.76 to 0.96 long by 0.29 to 0.33 wide, cullcle ~nely spmose;
cercarial eyespot remnants lateral to esophagus; glandular pits absent on
ventral surface. Oral sucker length 0.052 lo 0.061, width 0.059 to 0.075;
pharynx absent; esophagus 0.072 to 0.084 long; intestinal bifurcation al
end of first one seventh of body length; ceca appear to possess short lateral
diverticula and terminate at posterior margin of ovary. Excretory pore
dorsal, between ovary and posterior end of body. Testes elongate, lateral
margins lobed; right testis slightly larger than left, 0.20_ to 0.24 long and
0.07 to 0.09 wide; left testis 0.18 to 0.21 by 0.06 to 0.13; cirrus sac elongate,
clubshaped, reaching mid-level of body, 0.28 ~o 0.43 long
0.05~ to 0.068
in maximum width· internal seminal vesicle m basal port10n of cirrus sac,
followed by convol~ted external seminal vesicle; pars prostatica clubsha~ed
and surrounded by numerous prostate cells; cirrus long, unarmed. Gen_1tal
pore a short distance posterior to intestinal bifurcation. Ovary median,
posterior to testes, somewhat oval, irregularly indented, 0.09 lo 0.13 by

?Y
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0.08 to 0.10; Mehlis' gland complex immediately anterior to ovary and of
usual notocotylid type; uterus extends from Mehlis' gland almost to equator
of body, with 10 to 12 transverse coils; metraterm conspicuous, a little
shorter than cirrus sac. Vitellaria of somewhat elongate, mostly extracecal
follicles extending from anterior margin of testes to beginning of posterior
one third of body length. Eggs 0,018 to 0.020 by 0.009 to 0.011 exclusive of
polar filament 0.025 to 0.030 long at each end of shell.
Hosts: Actitis macularia (spotted sandpiper), Cltaradrius hiaticula
semipalmatus (semipalmated plover), CharadrittS wilsonia wilsonia
(Wilson's plover).
Sites small intestine and ceca.
Locality: mud flat at Caho Rojo, Puerto Rico.
Type specimen: Holotype No. 38208 (from Actilis macularia).
This species differs from Paramonostomum alveatwm, P. pseudalveal-um,
P. parvum, P. macrostomum and P. branlae primarily in being elongate
rather than oval; from P. ionorne in body size, extent of vitellaria, and size
of the testes; and from P. echinum, P. bucephalae, P. casarcu:m, P. querquedulum, P. ovatum, P. malerischi, and P. obtortum in body size. P. aclitidis
resembles most closely P. microstomum, but in P. actidilis the eggs and body
are smaller.
The larva of this species could well be Cercaria caribbea I, a species very
similar to monostome cercariae which Rothschild (1941) reported to be
larvae of the genus Paramonoslomum. Cercaria caribbea I develops in an
abundant snail on the mud flat where hosts of P. actilidis were collected.
The larva encysts readily on the bottom of the dish, and metacercariae were
found attached to the operculum of the snail host, indicating that the life
cycle is completed when that host is ingested by birds.

Notocotyl1dae
GenU$

PJ.UMOlllOS'N>MU&.1

Liihe, 1909

The genus faranlo»ostomum was erected by Liihe ( 1909) ~
in Creplin. Except for T' . ec1iinum H,,.rtK
additional pecies were dc·scrihe,l in the gt'tms until the simultaneous descriPfi ..
two Aiuerican species in 1931: P. parrum Stunka1<l :md Dunihue at}d P. ;,
atum Price. Since 1931 several species Ii.ave he1·11 dc~uibed from tltel
and South America. The main ( haractcri tics 11f the ge11us, as in<licatc4 ,l>y lla
wood (1939), appears to IJc the ahsenct• of \·e1nral ~bud::.. I [o"ever, in yie
the facl that the glandular pattern of Calalropis i:> c,ftcn <l1fficult to determine
in serial section, it seen1s pn,sihle that ~, nnt: ui tlw peci, s of Paramonoslo
should actually be referrerl to (utatropis. There now appear to be a SU,ua.,,......""1.,j
nwnber of species without glands to justi1y thi, g,·m:ric charal"ter even th~
Lube's original roucept of th<' gcnu::. wa a l,ttk too indc-ti.oitc 011 this point.
The material on "luch the r,n•scnt st11tly is ba,t•d consists of 700 worms ~
{rom the inte:-;tine of tit<' Canada ~nose. \1,nut 7S \'(lrms \,ere studied iu Vf
mounts. Tht> ah!:-cnre of V('ntral ~1.mls wa-., clctcr111ined from M:rial s < ~
six specimens. For reasons illllicatecl 1,elo,, it \\as 1h·cidccl to refer these f ~
ton new c;pecies for which the name /'ara111,ino.1/ 1:1111f/11 bra111t1r is proposed.

"°'"""' alf}1atw111 Mehli

PAI! \",[ (l,'O?,TO (l~t

.tt":,,;T.\lf. I:3ullock, 1952
N.

Tlw hodv i~ much rlatknrd rk,rso\'l'lltrallv nwl the· ventral s111 lace ;., arched to fornf'. a
sl1allow. iun:ic ·d rup. The :,pec11111•11, undet r,;11~i1kr,tl1u11 ,axird frnrn 0.5 lO 0.9 mm. in 1
by (U t.1 11.S 111111. in \\oidth. Tht' antl'riu1 e--tremity is s lightly puintcd while t]1e JJu~tcrwr end i
rounded. St11di1•~ of h,,th whok mo\lnt- and ,rrial ~t't1i111i-, faiktl tu i,rorluc-c any evidei1ce al
1,inati\ 111 t• f the integ ument i11 any portion of the hndy. Like"' i"e, 11l1 1·vi1lencc for the pre~
ol any type 11f vc·11tral gl,111<l, wa· fmmcl.
The- or.11 stwh·:- 1· ~hJ!hth- ,uhtnmi11al :lllJ varied ir,m1 0.(H, tc, ll 056 111m. in dia111eter-.
phary1D· j;; lacking- Th, tM1phag11 i, ::hurt, 111 ,iacl. arnl ,lightly nin ,·vlut1:rl with a lt"ngtl
0.04 to U.05 mrn. The ccr:.i an 1, n~ a.; ill the otlwr n·p· t -,e11t.1t:ves nf the family and co
µustt' rh,rly 11ca1 the ~i<ll'~ 11f th, hucly. In thl' p11,te1 i,,r I lg 1011 tlw · run't' medially :irmmd th
anterior h,1r<lt'r oi the k!il,·, and p·t·s 1,,•twc.:cn th, tl'qt•, ::1111 , "ary, c•n<ling 111•,lr thr pc>!itf!rio
extremity of tbe hod•..
The testes art h;11adl1 ,,\al nrga11s. m,a~uring 0.10 (() 0 l o mm. lnttp; by 0.06 to 0.1:.' mm.
v.i<l,·. Tli,..y art· slightly lnl)('d c111 lJllth tl.t• mt'di.d and latera l l1111der,, :tltho11gh the extent of
lohat1 11 n \,tried :10111 ·pl(illll'll t11 ~pccn1wn. In :-oil''' i11,ta11, t' il1d<! w:, a cun:-idrr:tble differi>nce ill 111t· loh~1tt1111 01 tl1t· I\\', ti:~tc- nl thr •,:lll1l' ~1 • 1·im•·n. Till' ,,L,,'l l'11 ·renti;i from the h'stes
~mite. ju~t ,mtt>ri,lr t, 1f,·hli,' g-btitl to f.inn the vas rle1u,·11s. Tt.i~ latta duct pn,rccd., anteriorly
111 tl1e mi,l<l ur,al li1w Th('. , irrn ~:tc i!> ,-1:ghtly tw1,t\d i11t11 an S- nr C-shaped rnrve and b
txtrerm:h lar~~t. It nwa:-urrs J. 1..! 1.. 0.2~ nJ111. long h it.0~ " tn 111170 inm. wide at it-; hroad~t
point. 'I lw pr11:-tat.,tic p<1r\,un of tlw ma!..: rqir,,du,·ti\ t' tr:,, l i:- prnmi11ent and c"inpri~s the
majc,r p, 1rti, n nt till' ~, tntL1u1 ~ in th,: 1·irru., ~.1l. \ •,111al, :i111Pri,,r ~1-.~me1.t ot thr ,eminal \'C:,idt_
is contained in the post<'riu, 11uartrr ni the cirnt'> "'.lC wliih· tlll t:1 t·:ih'r porti1Jn of th<' sc-JUinal
ve~i~ll.' is frt', an<\ 1,ighly ron ,ol11tl'•l. 1t ll'-tt~dly I ulg1's ;mtu·i.. rly alnt11! the cirrus sac htfore
Jommg th1• ya..; ,Jc:krcn :. rlu1 ~al tu the a1tt• riur •1krin, : ft1ld... T!i gc111tal 11nre is I cated jllit
pnskri,,1 fv ih<· biiureatioi: ut tl,,· 1-!UI
Tht: 11vary is a rnnml. ~tightly 1... 1,.. l nrv·u1 ).,cat ~rl lw \\l · 1 th<> tt•,tn•. Tile pu,tt'rior margin
fli thl P\:Jry may be· shqhtlv anterin,. ~lightly po~lt-n,,r r" 1,11 tli.· !'.:1•1~r ltn·l as the pn,;terir,, einl
~f the tcsk ~. ThL ., ,ary varies m <li:1mcter frt,m 0.06 tu 1110 111m. It it is n11 nearly ,plwnl'.•
It 1, u-.11.1 1ly' r•,act1, r than t,,ng
It ,1,11ally exhihib. i11 a gi"·n i-1w.::it11lll, Jp1,roxi111ately the :11.

df'gru· ,,f ! ,Jr, io11 a- the tc-,h:~. Jr., ~pedmen.s sho\\ rd ,mv ,emhlanct'. ul a r••~t:ttc.:•:,huped g011act
as rlescrihcd 1,,.. K .... .:,sark {1'>11) tor P n 1:•l',rfltm. 11w !;irgc ?-.lchli,' gland is abc,ut :,ali the
,.j;•e oi the o, ;,~y a11Cl i , loc,1t!"rl i111 1nl:',1;,11dv antcri,,r .-1ml ~1;,?htly lo tht: ktt of it. The v1tellaria
are cmnprJ~ul 01 di·,c··r, t fai l. 1 iq;I.! fu lide~ .1111' •. kml 1wm th1' anteri,,r bnnkr of the test~.
to ahn11t tlw mi1:,1lt· r1i the h, •I). Tht'y ,.. r ,·rt11el e.._tr:1r, ,·,ii. I11 mn, pccim ·n~ the vitellin<"
foll•cle ... 11,u;11h· f>, tt' I ,r :itly 1.i11r. ,11,t..::·, .... 1) 1\1 tlt, rinht ,,tll ll :11, en the: kft. t'l hi~ 3S)Jll111etn \le .ii,n I nt1.\ jq s,•11\\.· -j eci ,\'II~ ui /'.
Ill: 1!1.,t IH'.,C .t ·a lahk (1) th~ ant 10r).
Pue
to th:. lar,,e ~11t ,f •I•· cirru- <It ti,. a:,t,·n,,::- 1 !li •h:, 11i \,c, ll ll,111.1 ,lll u,uallY on a ll"vd ,.-ilh
thi~, ~•i.'1 re ,11'11 tlh1,1gll ,, ,d.1• ~ 1,1ly ,lii.!1,tl: ,illll'rio,· t" r11 mi1h.ll1 1•f th 1-,,,tly. The vitellinc !:,et· pa~, llll' i. 1 J irm, ti.,• , 11.;,, ,r ,-, i1111 ( 1 ,h· ,11dl rh ri.i uin t,) i, 1111 a vitdline
rt:hU\'Olr at Ii.~ .1ntrri,1r t111: , ,1 th, \l..!d,~ ,.; aut!.
I 'l 1:t, n ~h,111 c t11 cL. rJ-t,ri:.t:,., regular,
do•-:l: incl, ·d loJld~ ,,t !'1 • 1 ,mil.i
't. -, Ill •1 ·n11.1': "1· .... i,Jld .ire q 11t,: di,:11.1..t ,1hl'rC.'l._ in
r,tlw,·s t'1c_ an• , du~•·ly 1... 1.:r• 1 " : • ,11::i\,• c,,u-:t1•ti: d • r ull. · ,~11n · 01 tilt : 11nb<r nf r.,ltl5 of
75 ,-pe:ctm,n, sbu\1ed a ,·1•1,t• ,:, ,,, Ir, 1 ~ 'l 11-,,n,11 11, 11. ont: ,(-pcr1111,n, p<1•:-~s~m11. 9 or
IV (a •1. 1; J. J'hf,l' ,u;,l, t· t1 •11 1 11, ,11, :i.;1.+l1 ' l 1.. t k• ti.l Ila,,
th·,.· , , · , ., , hie h m tl11s
formi::.al11111,1.tt' .. 1111 •Ii• 111!11 lo1I,
lh,· ,.g-,,,rr\ 11 ll't1 11(1<>111111 hytl.l ) t 0012mm.
c:n air 1' 1 v,r!r,1,\.tl11u, pt1l
11 1
lloit. _
1 J:,,,. ,-.
,, '•"-'
,,l't·1 t,'ll 't
.:l;•·,i,,,c 11.,
'·1 li•h, \
J~~:;. t\p•
' 1 1,,.lt)'•l
II tht:
~01l1•1 ·t;,.ll c,f \. j , l,1 , • 1 , J 1!
11
,
I1

r,,,

.n.

j,

:,,~,
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J PtJramon?st~u!"' his~rio!'ic! n. sp. . C\"\ \ )'\.~ Ict~ \
Host.-:-Histrionic~s histrionicus pacijicus. ~_dJ~ _;.~ c€u ,'1_
Loca,ttan.-Intestme.
~
LocaJity.-Friday Harbour, Washington.
FNpenc,.-Eighteen mature specimens, the majority in one of two birds

examined.
Holoi,pe.-U.S. National Museum No. 59547. See Fig. 4 of holotype.
Description (based on five specimens, average in parentheses).-Body elongate, edges curled ventrally in life, posterior end rounded, length, 1.3571.938 (1.609) i width, 0.433-0.609 (0.552). Body surface finely spined, lacks
ventral glands. Muscle fibers well developed throughout body. Oral sucker,
0.t0S-0.120 (0.115) in transverse diameter. Pharynx lacking; esophagus,
0.063--0.085 (0.077) in length. Intestine bifurcates 9-13% from the anterior
edge of the body. Intestinal ceca with short lateral branches, extend posteriorly
between testes and ovary and end at the posterior edge of the ovary. Genital
pore slightly posterior to intestinal bifurcation. Testes elongate, lobed to a
moderate degree, symmetrically placed in the posterior part of the body,
G.165-0.228 (0.203) long and 0.114-0.182 (0.132) wide. External seminal
vesicle contorted, joins the cirrus sac which contains the short, coiled, internal
eeminal vesicle, club-shaped prostatic vesicle, prostatic cells, ejaculatory
duct, and unarmed cirrus. Cirrus sac elongate and club shaped, 0.427-0.644
(0.565) in length, reaching to mid-body. Ovary irregularly lobed and somewhat
round, 0.085-0.114 (0.070) in diameter. It is located between the testes at
their anterior level. Mehlis' gland complex about one-half the size of the ovary,
proximal loops of the uterus form a seminal receptacle. Coils of uterus number
16-18; the metraterm is surrounded by numerous gland cells and is one-half
the length of the cirrus sac, 0.228-0.343 (0.270). Vitellaria are transversely
oval follicles that extend 0.313-0.427 (0.357) from the ovary. They lie in the
posterior 30-40% of the body and are extracecal. Eggs, exclusive of polar
filaments, measure 17-22 by 9-13 microns. Polar filaments in one egg measured
over 100 µ.. Excretory pore dorsal. 111id\\'ay between posterior edge of the
body and ovary, in one specimen s11rrou1Hl1•d by about nine cuticular spines.
Comparisons.-Of the reported spu·it•s uf Paramonostomum with elongate
bodies, P. histrionici resembles P. 11' 1/erischi Dunagan, 1957; P. actitidis
Cabte, Connor, and Balling, 1960; P. < ·n 11r,11t11n1 \",unaguti, 1934; P. echinum
Harrah, 1922; and P. bu,eephalae Y.u11:1>.: ut i, 1' ~S. P. histrionici differs from
P. malerischi, a species reported from I Ii._• 1·11, i r1Jr ~oosc in Alaska, in the
1
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.i 1011 of the genital pore and the shorter extent of the vitellaria. This
spt·cies differs from P. actitidis and P. elongatum in body size and the length
of the metraterm in relation to the length of the cirrus sac. Moreover, P.
actitidis has numerous prostate cells in the basal portion of the cirrus sac and
10 to 12 uterine coils. P. elongatum is not spined and has smooth ceca. P.
histr.ionici differs from P. echinum in the size of the oral sucker in relation to
body size, location of the cirrus sac in the anterior half of the body, and the
numbe_r of uterine folds (16- 18 in contrast to about 22 in Harrah's figure of
P. echinum). From P. bucephalae, P. histrionici differs in the lack of tubercles
on the cirrus and pars prostatica, and in the shorter extent of vitellaria.
P. echinum, P. bucephalae, and P. histrionici all have metraterm lengths onehalf the length of the cirrus sac. Smith (2), in his study of Quinqueserialis
hassalli (McIntosh and McIntosh, 1934) Harwood, 1939, showed that the
metraterm length could be one-half or as long as the cirrus sac length. The
number of uterine loops als? varied from 10 to 15. In the author's opinion,
the metraterm length relative to the cirrus sac length and the number o(
ute~in~ loops m~y be used for differentiation until age, host, and morphological
variations of this genus can be studied.
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Family Notocotylidae
J, Paf'tJfflonostomum histrionici n. sp. Ch 1 n g , 19 61
/Ud.-Bistrionicus histrionicus pacificus.
Lf&atiq.-lntestine .
.-Friday Harbour, Washington .
.-Eigh.teen mature specimens, the majority in one of two birds

-US.

ational Museum No. 59547. See Fig. 4 of holotype.

' la,i (based on five specimens, average in parenthcses).-Body elonate,
cur1ed ventrally in life, posterior end rounded, length, 1.357.938
IQ9); width, 0.433-0.609 (0.552). Body surface finely spined, lacks
ntral gdands. Muscle fibers well developed throughout body. Oral sucker,
08-0.120 (0.115) in transverse diameter. Pharynx lacking; esophagus,
63-0.085 (0.077) in length. Intestine bifurcates 9-13% from the anterior
~ge of tb:e body. Intestinal ceca with short lateral branches, extend posteriorly
between testes and ovary and end at the posterior edge of the ovary. Genital
pore slightly posterior to intestinal bifurcation. Testes elongate, lobed to a
moderate degree, symmetrically placed in the posterior part of the body,
(U65-0.228 (0.203) long and 0.114-0.182 (0.132) wide. External seminal
veaicle contorted, joins die cirrus sac which contains the short, coiled, internal
eeminal vesicle, club-shaped prostatic vesicle, prostatic cells, ejaculatory
duct, and unarmed cirrus. Cirrus sac elongate and dub shaped, 0.427-0.644
(0.565) in length, reaching to mid-body. Ovary irregularly lobed and somewhat
round, 0.085-0.114 (0.070) in diameter. It is located between the testes at
their anterior level. Mehlis' gland complex about one-half the size of the ovary,
proximal loops of the uterus form a seminal receptacle. Coils of uterus number
16-18; the metraterm is surrounded by numerous gland cells and is one-half
the length of the cirrus sac, 0.228-0.343 (0.270). Vitellaria are transversely
oval follicles that extend 0.313-0.427 (0.357) from the ovary. They lie in the
posterior 30-40% of the body and are extracecal. EgKS, exclusive of polar
filaments, measure 17-22 by 9-13 microns. Polar filaments in one egg measured
over 100 µ.. Excretory pore dorsal, midway between posterior edge of the
body and ovary, in one specimen surrounded by about nine cuticular spines.
Comparisons.-0£ the reported species of Paramonostomum with elongate
bodies, P. histrionici resembles P. malerischi Dunagan, 1957; P. actitidis
Cable, Connor, and Balling, 1960; P. elongatum Yamaguti, 1934; P. echinum
~ . 1922; and P. bucephaJ,a,e Yamaguti, 1935. P. histrionici differs from
P. malerischi, a species reported from the emperor goose in Alaska, in the
376
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location of the genital pore and the shorter extent of the vitellaria. This
species differs from P. actitidis and P. elongatum in ~ody size and the length
of the metraterm in relation to the length of the cirrus sac. 1\loreover, P.
actitidis has numerous prostate cells in the basal portion of the cirrus sac and
10 to 12 uterine coils. P. elongatum is not spined and has smooth ceca. P.
Jzistrionici differs from P. echinum in the size of the oral sucker in relation to
body size, location of the cirrus sac in the anterior half ?f the bod,Y, and the
number of uterine folds (16-18 in contrast to about 22 in Harrah s figure of
P. echinum). From P. bucephalae, P. histrionici differs in the lack of t_uberc~es
on the cirrus and pars prostatica, and in the shorter extent of v1tellana.
P. echinum, P. bucephalae, and P. histrionici all have metraterm lengths onehalf the length of the cirrus sac. Smith (2), in his study of Quinquese.rialis
hassalli (McIntosh and McIntosh, 1934) Harwood, 1939, showed that the
metraterm length could be one-half or as long as the cirrus sac length. The
number of uterine loops also varied from 10 to 15. In the author's opinion,
the metraterm length relative to the cirrus sac length and the number of
uterine loops may be used for differentiation until age, host, and morpholoRical
variations of this genus can be studied.

Notocotylidae

Paramonostomum kuntzi rr.-sp.

P.,H-UTTA

1trJP

KHR~ ;q-:,5

(Fig. 62)
One specimen of Gullinula c!iloropus was collected from Balloki Headworks area and
4 specimens of this species recovered from its intestine.
The body of the worm is dorsoventrally flattened. In some specimens the lateral
margins of the body are turned ventrally so as to form a ventral longitudinal ~oncavity. It
is elongated and somewhat oval in outline witn its anterior end narrow and· the posterior
end broadly rounded. Maximum breadth is attained at about the equator of the worm.
The body is devoid of any glands but the ventral surface is beset with numerous small
spines. The oral sucker is subterminal and spherical. Pharynx and ventral sucker are
absent. The oesophagus is short. The caeca are long having variable diameter throughout their length and posteriorly pass between the two testes to terminate near the posterior
extremity.
The gonads are in the hl.st quarter of the worm. The testes are symmetrical, extracaecal and lie at a distance of 0. 242 - 0. 363 mm in front of the posterior end. The intertesticular distance measures 0.181-0.363 mm . The testes have a slightly indented margin.
The cirrus sac is about one eighth of the body length and lies just behind the intestinal
bifurcation. It encloses vesicula seminilis interna, prostatic complex and a long eversible
ductus ejiculatoriu'i. Ve5icula seminalis externa is also present. The genital pore is
median and just post-bifurcal in position. The ovary with slightly indented margin lies
between the tw.J teste3 and is median in position. The M~h\is' gland is immediately in
front of the ovary. The vitel\ada are follicular occupying the extra-caecal fields extending from the anterior level of the testes to a little in front of the middle of the body. The
uterus is extensive, thrown into 13-14 densely packed transverse coils. It occupies most
of the inter-caecal space between the posterior m1rgin of the cirrus sac and the anterior
level of the ovary. The muscular metraterm is about two thirds of the cirrus sac.
The eggs are numerous, small, oval, light yellow, unembryonated and provided
with filaments at both er:ds. The excretory vesicle is short and Y-shaped with two
long arms which unite anteriorly.
MEASUREMEN1 S

(All measurements in millimetres)
,

Body length
Body breadth
Oral sucker
Oesophagus
Ovary
Mehlis' gland
Testes
Cirrus sac
Metraterm
Eggs

Host: Gallinula chloropus
Location: Intestine
Locality: Balloki Headworks area

t.727-2.575
0.696-1.121
0.140-0. 153 X
0 . 140 - 0. 160
0.039-0.052
0.117-0.225 X
0.098-0.176
0.098-0.114x
o. 145-0.1&6
0.205-0.294 X
0. 087 - 0. 225
0. 313 - 0. 343
0 . 196 - 0. 215

0.018-0.020 X
0.010-0.015

1

DISCUSSION

The species under study differs from P. afreatum, P. pseudafreatw11, P. qu1rq11edulum,
P. malerischi and p, dollfusi in having a post-bifurcal genital aperture. It differs from
P. microstomum in the extent of vitellaria, in having its Mehl is' gland in front of the ovary
and in having much smaller eggs. The present species dilTl!rs fr0m P. parv11m in the shap1;
of the body which is as long as broad in P. parvum, in the extent of the intestinal caeca
and the size of the testes. P. actiditis can be differentiated from the present species in the
size of the body, extent of the vitellaria. Length of the cirrus sac, extent of the vitellaria
and the size of the body differentiate the present species from P. lzistrionicae. P. e/r,,ngatum
is a smaller species and it further diffors from the present species in the length of the cirrus
sac and extent of the vitellaria. P. ovatus differs from the present species in size and shape
of the body and size of the oral sucker. P. brante and P. io11orn.1e differs from it in the
shape of the body, size of the ovary, testes, and cirrus sac. ·P. cfzabaudi differs from the
present species in the extent of the vitellaria, in the shape and po:;ition of the testes, si ...e of
the cirrus sac, extent of the intestinal caeca and the uterine coils and in
having small diverticula in the caeca. P. ec!Jinum differs from the present species
in its body being many times as long as broad, in the extent of the uterus
and vitellaria and in the length of the cirrus sac. P. buciphale can be difTercntiated from
it by the presence of tubercles on the cirrus. In view of the above comparisons, the species
under study is considered new to s:ience and it is proposed to name it A ,ramonostomum
kuntzi in honour of R. E. Kuntz.

Notocotylidae
Paremonoatamt.&m maoroatomum sp.

l

v•

Ku , 19 38

A cool, FrJiea aJra olra Linn, from soochow, China was dis..c;eclcd for c,camin tion of
trematodes, Among the worms obtained one was found to be new. It is a c Cf1 fluke
belonging to the genus Paramouoslomun, Uihe and the name, P. macr<•j/"'"""" is pro1~ for
th" specic5, The type specimen has been deposited in the Department of Biology, N tion I

So11thwest Associated University, l{unming, China.
DESCRIPTION : The body is small, flask-shaped in outliue, and narrow anteriorly an
roundc,l ~teriorly. It measures 1.032 nun. long and o.6o6 nun. ma:imum wid in fr nt
ot the ovary. Thero are no ventral glands on the la.ttra.l surf• cc. The 1.utick i · ~m th.
'l he body i · curved ·entrally after fixing. The subteuniual utal sucker ·,; larg and
cup-::.h,qwd. It measun.-s 0.128 m,u. by 0.08 mm, Th ri' is no phar •11
The
pha·

'TR.I; .
.I
. l ,,
ld\'f ~'toDIS 1'R014 CR~B BIRDS
I

gm is short and is followed by the intestinal

~

which are situated between tb~ vjtelllne lobul~ ud
the uterus a.t the anterior end of the poaterior llalf of
the caeca, and the
and ovary at tbe posterior
end. The ends of the intestinal caeca are rounded.
They are at a distance of 0.072 mm, from the ~ -

testes

.\~~~1s1---·

clrii

Ut...,l.iiil---lnt

~~:.---~··
-......,..jirw---ut

Fig. 2. Paramooostomum
macroatomum sp. nov.
clrr~irrua ~; es-oe90pbagQS; IPgeoital pore: int-intestine; mtr,metraterm: os---<>ra\ sucker; ovovary; shg-sllell gland: test-testl1;
ut-ub!rns; vse-vesicula seminalia
externa: vsi - vesicula semioalil
interna: vit-vitellaria,

ior end of the body •
The testes are deeply and irregularly lobed,
measuring o.uo mm. by 0.096 mm., and lying ua

the posterior part of the body. They are arranged
symmetrically ori the lateral sides near the tetmina.l
end of the intestinal caeca at the level of the ovary.
The long cirrus sA.c lies in the mid-anterior part of the' ~,4
body and is rounded posteriorly. It measures o.2g6
mm. in length. The· posterior part of the cirrus .sac
increa;es in si~, and encloses the vesicula. seminalis
interna. There is a transverse vesicula seminalis ex•
terna lying behind the cirrus sac in front of the first
transverse uterine coil. The genital pore opens witli
the metraterrn just behind the intestinal bifurcation.
The ovary is roughly oval in shape, lying between the testes. It measures 0.088 mm. by o.o8o
mm. The shell gland lies on the left side in front
of the ovary. The transverse uterine coils, abnul 10
. in number, fill up the whole iotercaecal field between

the vesicula seminalis externa and the shell gland. A constricted metrn.term lies on the left
side of the ci~s sac. It opens with the cirrus sac through the genital pore. The small but
numerous eggs, 0.018-0.020 mm. by 0.010-0.012 mm. fill up the uterine coils and are provided with two polar filaments. The viteltaria are irregular lobules, loosely arranged, beginning from the anterior end of the posterior thir<l of the body to the front of the teste.;.
DISCUSSION :

Fuiit-a alra alra Linn.

Only a single mature specimen was obtained from the caecum of the coot.
The body is bent after fixation., and unfortunately broken by the

pressure of the cover glass when it was mouutcd iu b:llsam.
This worm resembles very closely to Para111<111pslo11mm a/vudttm. Km.sack 191 I so far as
the shape and size of the body are cow:crnell. The proportion of the bo<ly length to the body
i\idth i!:, less than 2 : I in both !:>pt:cit.'S, while thl: shape of the present specimen is roughly
oval, (h,.oid either of the lobes or the sinuou-; m.ugins . The pn::sent specimen differs from
P. a/vealrNl Kossad\. r9n in several a-;pt:cts a'> shown in tlw follo ,·ing t:ible :

No tocoty lidae
Paramonostomum ori entalis g......sp.

P., H- u TT/¾

1n1 ~

k HA-/.) 1 ,c:, l!>

(Fig. 63)
The fo1lowing description is based upon a single worm collected from the intestine' of
one specimen'of kraig collected from Balloki Headworks area.
The body of the fluke is dorsoventrally flattened, oval in outline with the posterior
end broader than the anterior. The worm attains maximum breadth at its equator. The
tegument of the body is thin and devoij of any glands but Ins small spines on its ventral
surface. The oral sucker is subterminal and subsphericat. Ventral sucker and pharynx
are absent. The oesophagus is very short. The intestinal fork lies at a distance of 0.166
mm from the anterior extremity. The caeca are long, of variable diameter and hav~ small
irregular diverticula. Pusteriorly the caeca bend inwards, and run along the mesial surface
of the respective testis. 1 heir distal extremi ,ies are distended.
The gonads are in the last quarter of the worm. The testes are symmetric:il, and
markedly lobed with an interesticular distance of 0. 245 mm The · vc,icub seminalis
externa and vesicula seminals interna are present. The well-developed and elongated cirrus
sac is about one fourth of the totai body length and in addition to the vc:,icula seminalis
interna it encloses the pars pro,;t: tica and a long eversible ductu5 cjaculatorius. The genital
aperture is just post-bifurcal and median in position. Th ... ovary i~ median an l intertesticula.r and situated at a distance of 0. 225 mm in front of the p ,:,ste1 .ior e. tremity. It is
smaller than the testes and is deeply lobed. The Mehlic,' gland lies immediately in front
of the ovary and is transversely elongated. The vitcllaria are . follicula~, extracaecaJ,
nding from the anterior level of the testes to some distance behmd the cirrus sac. The
ex t e
· h
uterus is extensive and thrown into 16-17 closely packed transverse co11s wh1c occupy
most of the intercaecal space between the ovary and the posterior margin of the cirrus
sac. At some places the uterine coils may over-reach the intestinal caeca but they never
protrude into the extracaecal fields. The eggs are light yellow, numer_ous, . small,
unembryonated and provided with filaments at both ends. The excretory vesicle 1s short
with two long arms which unite anteriorly.
MEASUREMENTS

(AU measurements in millimetres)
Body length
Body breadth
Oral sucker
Ovary
Testes
Mehlis' gland
Cirrus sac
Metraterm

Eggs
Host: Kraig
Location: Intestine
Locality: Balloki Head works area

2.03
1.06

o.'137 x0.166
0.235 x0.225
0 . 313 .:_ 0. 362 X
0.245-0.264
0. 147-0.225
0.490 x0.117
0.303
0.015-0.017x
0.010-0.012

DISCUSSION

In the preS"ence of a post-bifurcal genital aperture the species under present study
differs from P. alveatum, P. pseudalveatum, P. querquedulum, P. malerischi and P. dollfusi
and resembles all the remaining species of the genus. It differs from P. microstomwn in
having its Mehlis' gland in front of the ovary and in having a cirrus sac longer than the
metraterm. It can be differentiated from P. parvum in having a body longer than broad
and in size of the testes. 1he present species differs from P. actiditis in body size and
anterior extent of the vitellaria. It can be differentiated from P. histrionicae in body size,
in the Jength of the cirrus sac and the metraterm. It differs from P. elongatum in being
much smaller in size, shape of the body and Jcngth of the cirrus sac. Tt can be differentiated from P. ovatus in shape and body size, length of the cirrus sac and rnetraterm. It differs
from P. brantae in shape of the body, size of the testes, ovary and the cirrus sac. It differs
from P. ionornae in shape and size of the body, in diverticulated nature of the caeca and
extent of the viteJJaria. It can be separated from P. echfnum in length of the cirrus sac,
exte~t of the vitellaria, anterior extent of the uterus and in having relatively sm 11
It· differsI from P. bucephalae
and 1·n posses~·
a er eggds.
. in the extent of the vitellaria
'
~mg an unarme
cirrus.
t
can
be
d1fferent1ated
from
P.
chabaudi
in
body
shape
ha
·
· ly
·n
1
h
II
·
,
vrng a re lat1ve
~uc s~a er c~rrus sac and much smaller eggs, larger ovary and in anterior extent of the
v1tellana. It differs from P. kuntzi (described earlier in this work) in size f th ·
and met t
·
·
o
e cirrus sac
. ra erm, m a re 1at1vely longer mctraterm relative to the length of the cirrus sac,
anterior extent of the v_iteJlaria, ex~ent of the caeca and relatively smaller eggs. In view
0 ~ the all th~se comparisons and differences it is obvious that a new specie., is being dealt
with for which the name Paramonostomum orimta/is is proposed.
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Paramonoatomum palawanenae ep • (Fig. 9) frs.ch../-h,L/) •ri4' /(v
Description (based on 51 adult womis from one host; 10 meas-

ared) : Body pyriform, spined, without ventral glands or ridges,
111--316 long by IM-170 wide. Oral sucker usually subterminal
veatral, sometimes nearly terminal, 29-32 by 26-32. Acetabulum

a.hllmt. Pharynx absent: oesophagus U--31 long; caeca cell lined,
extending to testes.
Testes two, smooth to slightly lobed, symmetrical, diagonally
oriented, &t poaterior extremity ; right testis 50-66 by 28-50, left
6'7-t8 by 30-40. External seminal vesicle tubular to saccular,
winding considerably within and just anterior to uterine field.
Cirrus sac elmagate, more or leM straight, thin walled. Internal
seminal vesicle thin walled, filling most of cirrus sac. Pars prostatica
short. Cirrus abort, muscular, joining metraterm to form short,
tubular. thick walled, muscular genital atrium. Genital pore median,
just behind caecal bifurcation.

Ovuy \19\16lly somewhat lobed but may be smooth, round to
transversely or longitudinally elongate, 28--46 by 36-66. Seminal
receptacle absent. Vitelline follicles in compact lateral fields, extending anteriorly from anterior part or margin of testes ; right field
66-82 by 32-41, left 66-94 by 29--48; transverse vitelline duct
emerging from near posterior end of each field, uniting dorsal or just
anterior to ovary to form small reservoir. Uterus filling most of
body between ovary and posterior margin of cirrus sac. Metraterm
thick walled, muscular, 21-30 long. Eggs numerous, thick shelled,
operculate, without filament, most with very small anopercular
knob submedianly placed, 30 measured 19-26 (21 · l) by 13-18
(15-6).

Excretory bladder short~ tubular to saccu.lar, commencing ventral
to ovary ; pore terminal to just subterminal.

Host: Centropus si1'eftsis btlb#tus Horsfield, common coucal
(Cuculiformes : Cuculidae). ~

Loeation : Small intestine.
Locality : Tarabanan Concepcion.
Dale: 17 May 1962.

Spuimens : No. 72212 (holotype) ; No. 71213 (paratypes).
Discussio# : Study of whole mount specimens and sections did
not ~veal a pharynx, acetabulum, ventral glands or ridges, or egg
filaments. The very small a.nopercular knob of the eggs is most
readily seen in sections and to a lesser extent in eggs freed from the
uterus or in intact whole mounts ; this knob probably is a vestige
of the filament. While the egg filament is a common feature in the
notocotylids, it is also quite variable as a single wonn may have
one or a variable number of filaments at either pole or ,none at all.
Ihe presence of an operculum on the egg was also noted for Para•
~ ,uvut•"' (Mehlis in Creplin, 1846) Lillie, 1909, by
Stunkard (1967), and occurs in species in the notocotylid genera
Noloeolyl111 Diesing, 1839, a,id Cllklbopis Odhner, 1906.
Our new species differs from all others in Puamot10S,O,,.u"' Ltthe,
1909, in completely lacking an egg filament. In body shape and in
having a abort cirrus sac it is most. closely related to the nonelongate species of the genus, namely, P. alvealum, P. branuu
Bullock, 1962, P. maaoslomum Ku, 1938, P. panH4M Stunkard and
Dunilme, 1931, and P. j,snulai,ve4/tUM Price, 1931. These species
differ further from ours in having the vitellarian fields extending
anteriorly to midbody length or beyond. In body size our form is
most· like P. fJ__UfJUm and P. psnllalwatt,,,.,
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Notocotylidae
Paramonostomum querquedulum Lal, 1936
(Fig. 61)
The following account is based on a single specimen recovered from the intestine of
· one out of two specimens of Anas crecca collected from Lahore.
The body of the fluke is oblong with its anterior extremity narrow and somewhat
pointed. The posterior extremity is broadly rounded. The lateral margins of the body
are slightly curved ventrally. The tegument is beset with numerous minute spines but is
devoid of any glands. The oral sucker is subterminal and slightly broader than long.
Pharynx and ventral sucker are absent. The oesophagus is very short. The intestinal
bifurcation lies at a distance of 0.606 mm from the anterior extremity. The caeca are
long, sinuous and extend beyond the testes to terminate near the posterior end of the
body. At the anterior margins of the testes the caeca bend inwards the pass along the
mesial surface of the respective testis. The distal extremities of the caeca are slightly
distended.
The gonads lie in the last quarter of the body. The testes are symmetrically placed
in the extra-caecal fields at a distance of 0. 181 mm from the posterior extremity. They
are longitudinally elongated and have indented margin. Vesicula seminalis interna and
vesicula seminalis externa are present. Tbe cirrus sac is very long, tubular and is distended towards the proximal end. Apart from the vesicula seminalis interna it encloses pars
prostatica and a long protrusible ductus ejaculatorius. The cirrus sac extends from just
behind the oral sucker to l'ttl b
. .
.
a I e eyon d the anterior one third of the body. The genital
pore lies Just. behm_d the oral sucker and is m:!dian in position. The ovar lies bet
the two testes rn the mtercaecal space. It is deeply lobed med·
.
.. y
ween
than either testis. It is situated at a distance of O 303 m~ fro~a;hm post1t1~n andd smaller
·
e pos enor en of the
worm Th M hi' ,
vitell; .
e ~ ~r
g 1and is immedi~tely_ pre-ovarian and is transversely elongated. The
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. na are _o icu ar, arranged mainly rn the extra-caecal fields extendin
antenor margin of the testes to a little behind the equator At some 'places the g from thle
the caeca Th.,. t
·
.
·
Y over-reac 1
occupies ~)mos;
e:te?s1ve, thrown into 18-19 tightly packed transverse coils. It
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the cirrus sac. At ~oem: ;Iaec::\e;cae;al_ spac\between the ovary and posterior level of
numerous r
e u enne co, s cover the caeca. The eggs are small
ends T~ ight yellow,
~nembry,rnated and are provided with filaments at both th:
.
e excretory vesicle is short with its cornua united anteriorly.
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MEASUREMENTS

(All measurements in millimetres)

2 . 97
0.87
0. 107 X 0. 147
0.076
0.196x0.196
0.43 x0.25
0. 127 x0. 176
0.94
0.017 x0.010-0.0J2

Body length
Body breadth
Oral sucker
Oesophagus
Ovary
Testes
Mehlis' gland
Cirrus sac
Eggs
Host: Anas crecca
Location: Intestine
Loc:-.lity: Lahore

D1scussroN

i

The species under present study resembles P. querquedulum Lal 1936 in all
f
1
eatur~s and has been identified as such. However, this s ecies is
i
essen ia
first time from this host and also for the first time from P~kistan. e ng recorded for the
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Notocotylidae
PARAMONOSTOMUM SIGNIENSIS

~

J()AJE'::,

AnJD W,~Lllllllt S,

/'/b'

Family Notocotylidae Liihe, 1909 : subfamily Notocotylinae
Kossack, 1011

Host:

Sheathbill, Chionis alba (Gmelin) (Aves : Charadriiformes)

Locality:

Siimv Island (lat. 60° 43' S.,Along. 45° 36' W.)

Incidence:

4 of 0 juvenile and l of 3 adult Sheathbills

lntMSity:

range, 1-8 ; mean 3·6

Habitat:

rectum, 15 specimens; bursa Fabricii, 3 specimens

'"St)O"TH 0R1t.NE.'1

/51.11,ur,~,,

FIG

ti

IIITA.cT1CA

A specimen is to be deposited in the British Museum (Natural
History).

Ptw11MOttoswmum sig1tiensis n.sp. measures l ·8-3·2 mm. in length
and attains a maximum breadth of 0·8-1 ·• mm. in the posterior half of
the body ; the length/breadth ratio is thus 2· 1/1 to 2·6/1. The shape of
tile body is roughly ova) in outline and the surface is covered with
comcalspinesmeasuring0·003-0·00!5 mm, in h:ngth (Fig. l). A ventral
sucker is absent and no Yentral gland-, were seen.
The terminal or.tl '>ll< kcr llll'i.l!-->Hr~-; ll !(if) ()-~:{ nun. in tran~\·er-.1·
didmeter, thl' mouth twing Jin·rt<><l wnt 1 ally . th t: I ,ltio of the diamd.C'r of tlw ~11cke1 tu the hudy length Vdl'it::; fwm 1/8·3 to 1/ 11 . i\
ph.t.rynx b ah~ent Ull(I tht· 111outb lt>ads diil'Ctly into an o6ophagus
measuring 0·08-0· l mm. - in length \\'hich bifurcates posteriorly to
form the intestinal caeca (Fig . 1). Th<> latter extend postf'norly rnC' 1 m
either side of the body passing laterally to the cirrus sac, utcru::, ~ind
ovarian complex, and medianly to the vitellaria and t L:> te s.
Posteriorly the intestinal caeca diverge laterally on either side of the
excretory bladder which opens to the exterior subterminally on the
dorsal surface. The lateral margins of the intestinal caeca are
conspicuously diverticulated and some small diverticula occur also
on the medial side of the caeca.
The two testes are situated at the same level in the posterior third
of the body and they are separated by the intestinal caeca and the
ovarian complex (Fig. 1). The testes measure 0·33-0·43 mm. in
length by 0·27-0·30 min. in breadth and are markedly lobed, the
degree of which appears to be fairly constant in the specimens
examined being 6-7 lobes on the lateral and 3-5 lobes on the medial
margins. From each testis arises a vas efferens which unites with its
fellow at the level of the receptaculum seminis uterinum to form the
vas deferens. Pursuing a slightly sinuous course the latter passes
forward and a.ttains a diameter of 0·026-0·032 mm. Some distance
before entering the cirrus sac the course of the vas deferens becomes
increasingly convoluted although the diameter of the duct does not
increase. In this region the vas deferens functions as a vesicula
seminalis externa; eventually this enters the hind end of the cirrus
sac to become the vesicula seminalis interna. The latter is much
coiled and is continuous through the pars prostatica with the ductus
ejaculatorius of the unarmed cirrus.
The club shaped cirrus sac is 0·32-0·48 mm. long with a maximum
diameter of 0·08-0· 13 mm., its hinder end lying about one quarter of
the way along the body (Fig. 1 ). The ratio of the length of the cirrus
sac to the body length varies from 1/5·3 to 1/6·5 and although it is
fairly small it has muscular walls measuring 0·01-0·02 mm. in thickness. Anteriorly the cirrus sac opens into a shallow genital atrium
which in turn opens to the exterior through the genital pore lying
immediately posterior to the oral sucker.

E

E

recep. sem.
ut.

Pa,amo11ostomum sigHiensis n .sp .

The ovary is 0·22-0-27 mm. longby0·ll--0·1~ mm. in bre~dth and
· btly lobed in shape although in some specimens there 1s a proUllced notch in the posterior margin (Fig. I.) In front of the o~ary
the complex of the ootype, Mehlis' gland a~d, ventrally, the vitellreservoir. The vitellaria extend forward m the tw~ lateral fields
the level of the testes to the hinder end of the cirrus sac, that
to the anterior quarter of the body. From each lateral field ot
· e follicles a transverse duct emerges running ventrally to the
estmalcaeca, eventually opening into the mid ventral vitelline

A prominent receptaculum seminis uterinum is present and there
from 12 to 15 conspicuous transverse loops in the forward course of
uterus (Fig. 1 ) . The uterus then takes a more direct, though still
uous, course forward until it reaches the hinder end of the cirrus
. At this point the uterus is seen to have a strong muscular wall
may be regarded as the metraterm. This runs forward in a
aight line ventral to the cirrus sac to open into the genital atrium.
level of the most anterior of the transverse loops of the uterus
·es from one third to one half of the way along the body, but in
tracted and distorted specimens the transverse loops of th_e uterus
e seen to lie much further forwards up to and around the cirrus sac
also, did the vitellaria. In these specimens the metraterm h~ a
uous course and we conclude that these are the effects of contraction
do not represent the usual condition. The eggs, exclusive of their
g polar filaments, measure 0·017-0·019 mm. by 0·010 0·012 mm
Two species of notocotylid trematode~ ha,·<• pre, inusl _\' li•'1 n
orded from the Sheathhill, namely -:Vvtocut1•l11s c/lloni:, B,tvli-. , l\l~H
ayli.;; l}H28). Jones IX William-.. (l\Hi:--)) ,u11l flun..1nui111.1~/,,111111:1
ome Tra\·as,;us, H):!l (Baylis (lU:!~)). l'aram,mo~tnmum ~tgn101\1s
sp. is distinguished frum ,;pecies uf .V()locutvlits by the complete
sence of ventral glands and from P. ionnme by the possession of
estinal diverticula and body spines. Also the cirrus of P. signiensi~
sp. is unarmed whereas that of P. iouome is spinose, and the genital
re of the lattn opens ventral to the intestinal bifurcation while in
. s1·gniensis n.sp. the opening lies immediately posterior to the oral
cker. Furthermore, the transverse loops of the uterus in P.
niensis n.sp. do not reach the cirrus sac, except in greatly concted specimens, and the most anterior loop lies at the level of
e first third of the body, whereas in P. iono,ne the transverse loops
end forward as far as the hind end of the cirrus sac which, in this
cies, is about one quarter of the way along the body. Finally, the
y of P. signi,nsis n.sp. is covered by small cuticular spines while
e body of P. ionorne lacks spines.

It is interesting that these two species occupy different habitats in
e Sbeathbill host. Thus, P. ionorne lives in the caeca and P.
· t1ifflsis n.sp. inhabits the rectum and, in juveniles, the bursa
abricii. It is, perhaps, surprising that a monostome fluke lacking
rong adhesive structures should live in the rectum where it is
bjected to periodic, powerful expulsive movements of the gut.
Hitherto twenty-two species of Par11monostomum Liihe, 1909
ve been descn'bed but only five species closely resemble P. signiensis
.sp. an~ these may be differentiated in the following manner :

Intestinal caeca with diverticu.la
................................. 2
Intestinal ceaca without diverticula
.......................... .6

1

Genital pore situated immediately posterior to the oral

2

sucker .................................................................. 3
Genital pore not situated immediately posterior to the oral
sucker ., ........................•.......................................... 4
3 With 18-20 transverse loops in the uterus ; vitellaria not
extending anterior to the transverse loops of the uterus and not
reaching the hind end of the cirrus sac ............... P. luin,,ood,
Nath & Pantle, 1962.
With 12-15 transverse loops in the uterus ; vitellaria extending well in front of the transverse loops of the uterus
and reaching the level of the hind end of the cirrus sac

......................................................... P. signiensis n.sp.
,

Genital pore situated mid-way between the oral sucker and the
intestinal bifurcation ; body lacking cuticular spines;
posterior end of the cirrus sac lying one third of the way along
the body ; vitellaria extending just into the anterior half of
the body ................................. P. q~•"' Lal, 1936.

Genital pore situated posterior to the intestinal bifurcation;
body with cuticular spines ; posterior end of the cirrus sac
reaching the middle of the body ; vitellaria confined to the
posterior half of the body and mostly in the posterior third
•· ........................................ ...... P. hislrionici Ching, 1961
5

Genital pore situated immediately posterior to the oral. ucker ;
body with cuticular spines; testes slightly lobed ; with 12-14
transverse loops in the uterus; vitellaria confined to the
posterior half of the body ............ ... P. nettioni Baugh, 195
Genital pore situated immediately posterior to the oral
sucker; body lacking cuticular spine ; te te greatly lobed;
with J 7 transverse loops in theuterus; vitellaria extending
into the anterior half of the body ......... P. casarcum Lal, 1936

Pulmonicola Poche, 19:.m
Generic diagnosis. - Opisthotrematidac, Opi. thotn·matinae: Body
eel with muscular rim except for space oc.cuµied by oral suck<·r.
ticlt: smooth. Oral sucker subtf'fmin.11; c1•c,1 ·traight, uniform in
ter. Testes entire, just medial to cecal t'llll •. Cirrus pouch sle11dn,
l)lirally coiled distally, containi~ strongly con\'olute<l seminal vesicle.

Genital pore terminal. Ovary median, lohnl, prct,·~ticular. Reccptac11Jurn
aminis and Laurer's canal present. Vitellari,1 con isting of a

mall

aamber of follicles situated in intercecal field between te·t,·'- and nv:uy.

Uterus convoluted chiefly in pre-ovarian intnc<'cal fiel<l; nu tn1tPrm
dorsal to cirrus pouch; eggs very small, with 1011 • filam1 nt at ,•r11: h J•nle.
~cretory system probably similar to that of Op1sthnlrtma.
1

Genotype: P. fmlmonalis (,·un Linstow, Hl04) Pochl' Hl:?0 (Pl. 93,
Fig. 1122), syn. Oj>isllwtrrma pulmrmale Linstow, in 11111g ,,f Halicore
australc, H. duiong; Australia.

Genus PULMONICOLA Poche, 1926

Generic diagn08is,-Opisthotrematidae: Entire margin of body,
except space occupied by oral sucker, provided with a muscular rim.
Cuticle without spines. Oral sucker ventral, near anterior margin
of body; intestinal ceca straight, uniform in diameter. Excretory
system ( ~), probably similar to that in O pisthJotrema. Testes entire,
intercecal, situated near ends of ceca. Ovary median. Other characters as in Opi,sthot~.
Type species.-PulmO'l1i,cola p,ui,mon.ailis

(von Linstow, 1904)

Poche, 1926.
PULMONICOLA PULMONALIS (von Lln1tow, 190') Poche, 19Z6
PLATE 11, FIGURE

50

Syrw,vyms.-O-pisthotrem.QJ pulmonale von Linstow, 1904, pp.
678-680.
Desaription.-Pulmonioow: Body oval in outline, 5.13 mm long
by 3.95 mm wide; margin of body, except for the portion occupied
by the oral sucker, modified to form a muscular rim. Oral sucker
situated on ventral surface, 330µ from the anterior margin; esophagus very slender, 180µ long by 28µ wide; intestinal ceca uniform in
diameter and extending into the posterior fourth of body. Cirrus
pouch slender, spirally coiled distally, and containing a greatly convoluted seminal vesicle. Testes oval, entire, 390µ long by 280,-c. wide,
situated intercecally in the same transverse plane. Ovary small,
median in position, situated a short distance caudad of the equator
of body; Mehlis's gland smaller than ovary and situated immediately caudad of it; receptaculum seminis present; Laurer's canal present. Vitellaria in intercecal field and consisting of a few isolated
follicles situated between the ovary and testes. Uterus slender, intercecal, occupying the equatorial third of body in immature specimens,
but in mature specimens more convoluted and occupying the second
and third fourths of the body; vagina dorsal to cirrus pouch; genital
pore at posterior end of body. Eggs 16µ long by 9µ wide, yellow in
color, and provided with a long filament at each pole.
Hosts.-Halioore australe, H. dugong.
Location.-Lung.
Distribution.-Australia (Torres Straits).

Reprinted from
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STUDIES ON QUINQUESERIALIS HASSALLI AND TAXONOMIC
CONSIDERATIONS OF THE SPECIES OF QUINQUESERIALIS
(TREMATODA: NOTOCOTYLIDAE) 1
CHARLES F. SMITH 2
Swift & Company, Research Laboratories, U. S. Yards, Chicago, Illinoi s

During the summers of 1948 and 1951, more than 895 mammals collected by
field parties of the University of Kansas, Museum of Natural History, were examined for helminth parasites. Collections were made in Kansas, Oklahoma, N ew
Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming and South Dakota. 176 specimens of Quinqueseriatis
hassalli ( McIntosh and McIntosh, 1934) Harwood, 1939 were collected as follows :
66 specimens from one lvlicrotus moiztanus ca.ryi Bailey, montane meadow mouse in
Wyoming; 16 specimens from one lvfi,c rotus 111ontanus fusus Hall, montane meadow
mouse in Colorado; 72, 2 and 16 specimens from three ]J,f icrotus pcn nsylvanicus
modest us (Baird), Pennsylvanian meadow mice, two in New Mexico and one in
Colorado; 1 specimen from one Thomo,wys talpoid es ssp., northern pocket gopher
in Wyoming.
The trematodes were killed and preserved in 5 per cent formalin. Toto mounts
were prepared according to Riser's (1950) modification of Proescher's Celestin
Blue B Stain. While none of the specimens were individually killed under a cover
glass, they were all killed, preserved, and prepared in the same way. The NornCOTYLIDAE are not very muscular trematodes and although the ventral surface tends
to become concave there is no great body contraction.
Genus Quinquescrialis Skvortsov, 1934
Quinqueserialis hassalli (McIntosh and McIntosh, 1934) Harwood, 1939. Synonyms: lvI onostoma sp. Stiles and Hassall, 1894 ; N otoco t ylus hassalli McIntosh
and McIntosh, 1934; Barkeria hassalli (McIntosh and 1\Iclntosh, 1934) Szidat,
1936; Quinqneserialis wolgaensis Skvortsov, 1934.
Q. hassalli ( Fig. 1) is a monostome trematode with more or less concave Yen-

tral surface on which occur five longitudinal rows of papillae. The intestinal ceca
curve inward to pass medial to the testes. The two testes are lateral, near the posterior end of the body. An elongate cirrus sac opens at the median genital pore near
the level of intestinal bifurcation. The ovary is median, between the testes. The
vitelline follicles are in two lateral rows or groups, anterior to the testes. The
uterus is pre-ovarian with lateral coils. An elongate metraterm is present.
Q. hassalli is a common trematode parasite found in the ceca of the microtine
rodent lvlicrotus, having been recorded only twice from other hosts: once from the
jumping mouse (Zapus) by Erickson (1938) and once from the woodchuck (Marmota) by Rausch and Tiner (1948). The latter was reported ,vith the notation that
the animal was trapped in a wet marshy area and that remains of snails and vegetation were found in the stomach and intestine of the animal. It was suggested that
Received for publication, September 1, 1953.
Studies from the Department of Zoology, University of Nebraska, No. 264.
was done under the direction of Dr. H . W. Manter.
2 Formerly at the University of Nebraska.
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this type food may have caused the infection. The reporting of ~he occurrence of
Q. Jiassalli in the pocket gopher, Thornomys talpoides ssp., constitutes a new host
record.
Rausch and Tiner ( 1948) reported a 46 per cent incidence of this t~ematode. in
voles from the southern Wisconsin marsh. The trematodes averaged eight per mfected host, with a maximum number of 37 in a single host. Kuns and Rausch
(1950) reported a 14 per cent incidence of this trematode in "Willows and Wet
Meadows" type habitat in the Jackson Hole Region of Wyoming, with a 4 per cent
incidence for all types of habitats of that region. The prevalence indicated by my
collections was much lower. Of 307 Microtus examined, a total of 5 was found infected or 1.6 per cent. Evidently local conditions of the habitat influences the distribution and incidence of infection. These conditions vary so greatly that figures
of incidence are without much value. It may be noted, however, that the previously
recorded maximum infection was 37 specimens. This is now extended to 72.
A study of the 176 specimens was made in order to determine morphological
variations within the species.
Size and shape (Figs. 1 to 11) : Specimens ranged from 1.6 to 3.96 mm. in
length and from 0.88 to 2.04 mm. in maximum width. They were flat or with concave ventral surfaces. Some had longitudinal ridges on the dorsal surface (Fig.
11). Shape varied from elongate spatulate to pyriform.
It was possible to compare infections of varying intensities (72, 16, or 2 parasites) in the same species of host; and infections of equal intensity in different species of hosts. Infections of high intensity produced smaller specimens on the average. However, there were large specimens from heavy infections the same size as •
small specimens from light infections. No significant differences could be detected
in specimens from the various hosts except that the single specimen from the pocket
gopher ( Tho1110111ys) was largest in size and had minimal development of the ventral papillae.
Ventral papillae (Fig. 13) : The structures found on the ventral surface have
been called "glands" by some authors and "papillae" by others. Because the papillae do not have pores or characteristic glandular structures and because of the lack
of any evi<lence that these structures are secretive, even in their beginning d;vclopment, the term "papillae" seems preferable to "glands." The total number of
countable ventral papillae per specimen varied from 74 to 96: lateral row, 1~ to 20;
paramesial row, 16 to 21; mesial row, 13 to 18. The papillary areas may become
extended and invaded by internal organs such as the uterus, vitellaria, testes and
ovary. In small bodied specimens, internal pressures due to competition of available
space by developing organs may force these organs to invade the pc1pilk_e ,1--icl cause
their further distortion or protrmion. In most cases, the papillae an~ simple knoblike structures. In some specimens they appear to b<.' "two headed" or c;haryetl like
a dumbbell. Rarely, the distal po7:ion of the papillae are concave tu r-ivf the appt..".rat 'C.:C cf a sucker. Some S!>ec1mens have such c;mall trace of verjtnl papillae
that only bv the- mo.,t careful c,crutiny could a few be revealed. In such r~c,c•c; it was
di.fficult or impss:bl"- to <lcte-r.n1i11e the numher of rowc: of pa;iiilar, nor ..:ould the
,numtJC'r of p:,:ll-,. he o-':>CNtain.-d. In most spec·•nrns, the five rows 0 r p;,pillae
could ht- 0L5en,e<l. 1)t.1t iu thu.,~ c-a-;i•c: the numhrr rif papillae might or might not he
Ufltablr. Whrri r.our •·aLk·, L · mrntiontd prcviou,;;lv, th nuMber of papilL1t• per

l

row may vary as much as five, e.g., from 13;_~,l-S"<JP ..... .-, ,.,--- ,countable, the reason was there were areas 'withui' ·ri>ws- tfiat.· -~~-~~~
papillae or papillae had fused together. This fusion of papillae ~~P~-~
occur both longitudinally and laterally and was due, in part, to the di~g ~
caused by the invasion of the papillae by internal organs.
Internal morphology: The intestinal ceca of some specimens WeJ'e simple tubes
while in others they possessed very short lateral bulges. The ceca extend posteriorly approximately dorsal to the paramesial row of papillae, pass between the
ovary and testes and end blindly a short distance from the posterior end of the body.
The two testes are extracecal, one on each side and posterior to the uterine coils.
They measured from 0.24 to 0.72 mm. long by 0.18 to 0.54 mm. wide. The edges
of the testes may appear wart-like or be fimbriated. The cirrus sac varies from
0.66 to 1.44 mm. long by 0.12 to 0.24 mm. wide. It is located in the anterior half
of the specimen, and may be 1/2 or 1/3 the body length. The cirrus is heavily
spined. The internal seminal vesicle is large and conspicuous in the posterior part
of the cirrus sac. The ventral genital pore is located approximately at the level of
the intestinal bifurcation. In most specimens it is slightly posterior to this point but
in some it appears level with or anterior to the point of bifurcation.
The ovary is located between the testes, is somewhat longer than wide, usually
irregularly lobed but sometimes almost smooth. It varies in size from 0.18 to 0.48
mm. long by 0.15 to 0.36 mm. wide. The anterior edge of the ovary may be anterior, on a level with, or posterior to the anterior level of the testes and similarly
the posterior edge of the ovary may be anterior, on a level with or posterior to the
posterior level of the testes. Mehlis' gland is preovarian with the posterior edges
overlapping the anterior edge of the ovary. Vitelline follicles are extra-cecal and
extend from near the anterior edge of the testes ( or slightly posterior), anteriorly
to a point varying from about 2/3 the distance to the cirrus sac, or to the base of the
cirrus sac, or even slightly beyond. The vitellaria on both sides do not always extend the same distances. The vitellaria in some specimens appear as distinct globular follicles. They are not constantly in one, two, or more rows but vary greatly in
distribution, size and shape. Individual follicles may fuse to form a mass of considerable size. The variations of the vitellaria are worthy of note since some authors use the size, shape and extent of the vitellaria as specific ta..--<:onomic characters in the genus Q11inq11eserialis.
The uterus consists of from ten to fifteen transverse loops extending laterally
past the intestinal ceca and situated between the cirrus sac and the anterior end of
the testes. There may possibly be more than a maximum of fifteen loops in some
of the specimens ; the uterus being so tightly packed and coiled that individual loops
could not be <letermined. In some specimens uterine coils were between the vitellarian follicles and extended almost to the body wall. The development of the
uterns an'd its extension laterally past the intestinal ceca is a constant and prominent
characteristic of Q. hassalli. An elongate. glandular metraterm is present which
varies in length from 0.42 to 1.02 mm. The metraterm may be 1/2 or as long as the
cirrus sac.
The l'ggs (Fig-. 12) are ornid and Yar_v in size from 0.012 to 0.022 mm. long
by 0.008 to 0.016 mm. wide. The two polar filaments found on all ova emerging
from the uterus of mature sprcimens were also ohsen·ed on o,·a within the anterior

loops of the uterus. In some specimens, young ova within the posterior uterine
loops were observed without filaments or with short rudimentary filaments.
DISCUSSION

Four species of Qu,inqu,eserialis have previously been considered val_id: Q. quinqueserialis (Barker and Laughlin, 1911) Harwo~d, 1939; Q. hassallv (Mclntos~
& McIntosh, 1934) Harwood, 1939; Q. wolgaensis Sk-vortsov,_ 1934; and Q. ffo~idensis Rausch, 1952. Q. quinqueserialis is commonly found m large numbers m
both muskrats ( Ondatra) and voles ( M icrotits). Q. hassalli has been reported
from only voles (Microtus) with the two exceptions previously noted. Q. wolgaensis was described from Arvicola ( = M icrotits) in Russia. Q. fioridensis was described from the round-tailed muskrat ( N eo fiber) in Florida.
The differentiation of these species has previously been based on number of
papillae in ventral rows; form and distribution of vitellaria; length of metraterm
in relation to length of cirrus sac; and egg size. This study has shown that all of
these characters show considerable variation.
Other workers on species of notocotylids have disagreed on the importance of
ventral papillae as a differentiating character. Braun ( 1892 ) and Lal ( 1935, 1936)
stressed the importance of the number of rows of papillae, the number of papillae
per row and the protrusibility of the papillae. However, Looss ( 1899), Baylis
(1928), Duthoit (1931), Noble (1933), and Harwood (1939) disagree as to the
importance of such characters. My conclusions were that since irregularities are
found in the number of ventral papillae, this character is unreliable and should be
used with the greatest discretion only when a large number of specimens are available for study.
Harwood ( 1939) and Ruiz ( 1946) in their reviews of the genus Q uinq11eserialis
use characters which by this study are not satisfactory in differentiating species.
Harwood (1939) and Rausch (1952b) have suggested that Q. quinqHeserialis, Q.
wolgaensis and Q. hassalli might actually be a single species.
Q. quinqueserialis is similar to Q. hassa!li in many respects. However, in Q.
quinqueserialis the transverse uterine coils do not extend laterally past the intest inal
ceca and in Q. hassa!li the uterine coils do extend laterally past tht intestinal ceca
and may extend into the area of the vitellaria to the bodv walL This character
which has not been stressed previously by authors appears, to b:! a clear and constant difference between these two species. It is sugge;,ted that this characte r he
considered the basis on which to distinguish the two speci<>c; in.-..t~'...,t ,,f vitel laria
which have been shown to be too variable.
. wolgaensis was differentiated :.iy Sk vortc;ov ( 1') ~4 ; ',y th1; ~.n:;, 'f
the number of papillae, and the size of the vagina. Sh vort-;ov \\ ,, a. 1•
2
aware of Q. hassalli when he described Q. wolqap;m·s. He htdted th-:it
American species, N otocotylus quinquescrialis, had f vc Mv, s 0f , e!7trd
Morphological d1aractrrs of Q. W Jlr1ae;isis ~re irk 7tir_i\ to on!:':., fr,u•,rl m •i1y c;pccimens of Q. hassalli TJ-,e uterine coils of Q 'W(lf;ac-;, ;s :. .
extend laterally p;:.c;t the ir.tl:Jtinal ceca. 'T'h•.1c., O -z•·
synonym of Q. hassalH.
1

floridcnsis W1!:., de,n:bed bv r.-·-u&,+ ; l'::'i.52n) , ..,in. tl,r, rm n !-'" 1k1l muskrat,
Neofibcr alleni niorc'scens Howell. He con-.vltred th rd.•.~hdv cxtr1.•111e lateral

extent of the uterine ,coils beyond t1ie intes
of the eggs, restricted longitudinal extent of t,1ie, :'ntellatia, .an.J ~
:~ay
be unique and sufficient to distinguish his species from other ~ m·; CJ~
serialis.
·
A similar extreme lateral extent of the uterus does occur in Q. hasstilli but -n ot

Q. quinqueserialis.

Through the courtesy of Dr. Robert Rausch, I have had the opportunity to examine specimens of Q. fiorid.ensis. In these specimens, I was able to observe the
polar filaments of the eggs. Some of the eggs and their polar filaments are identical
in shape and size to those of Q. hassalli. The length of the body and the size of the
sucker of Q. fioridensis are approximately the same as the smaller specimens of
Q. hassalli. The testes, cirrus sac, ovary, metraterm are (proportionally) approximately one-half of the sizes of those found in the smaller specimens of Q. hassalli.
The chief distinguishing character of Q. fioridensis appears to be the extent of the
vitellaria which are located almost wholly posterior to the uterine loops. Q. hassalli has vitellaria located in a longitudinal row, posterior and also lateral to the
uterine loops. The shortest extent of vitellaria in Q. hassalli is similar to, but not
identical with that of Q. fioridensis.
The status of Q. fioridensis as a valid species, based only on small body size and
extent of vitellaria, seems to the author to be somewhat uncertain. Rausch ( 1952b)
stated that in Q. quinqueserialis the specimens from the muskrats are relatively
smaller than ones from voles. Since Q. hassalli has not been described from any
muskrat, it may be that Q. fioride11sis are such specimens and that the differences
are a result of host effect. However, Q. fioridensis must remain a distinct species
until feeding experiments or life cycle studies can show otherwise.
Differentiation of the three species of Quinqueserialis can be made as follows:
KEY TO THE SPECIES OF

Q11iliqucserialis

I. Transverse loops of uterus not extending laterally past intestinal ceca .... Q. q11i11q1teserialis
Transverse loops of uterus extending laterally past intestinal ceca ...................... 2
2. Vitellaria extend from testes anteriorly to a point 2/3 or more the distance to the cirrus sac.
Q. hassalli
Vitellaria almost wholly posterior to uterine loops ....................... . Q. floridensis

Another species of KoTOCOTYLINAE resembles Q. hassalli except for ventral
papillae. Xotocotylus 110:,•cri- Joyeux, 1922, from Arvicola ( = Microtus) was described as possessing only three rows of papillae. The similarity of this species to
Q. liassalli plus the uniqueness in its taxonomic position are such that the possibility
of its specific identity to Q. hassalli should be considered.
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All figures are of Quinq1,eserialis hassalli. They were all (except 11 and 13) drawn with
the aid of a camera lucida, minor details and corrections being supplied freehandedly. Figures
11 and 13 are diagrammatic. Abbreviations: ce, cecum; cs, cirrus sac; dr, dorsal ridge; met,
metraterm, ov. ovary; I, testes; ut, uterus; vp, ventral papillae; 1.lf, vitellarium.
FIG. 1. Specimen from the pocket gopher, Thomomys.
FIGS. 2 to 10. Specimens from species of meadow mice, Microtus, to show variation in size
and ·vitellaria.
FIG. 1L A stereogram, showing the body form of the anterior half of a specimen with
ventral papillae and dorsal ridges.
Frc. 12. Mature eggs with filaments.
FIG. 13. Diagram, showing all possible anomalous forms of ventral papillae: absence; rudimentary; sucker-like; double-headed; and fusion of two or more papillae.
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Nofacal"Y'e quinqueseriale (Barker and Laughlin/ ( Plate 1, Fig. 5).

Characters in general like those of genus. Ventral surface proYided with five distinct longitudinal rows of wart-like papillae extending from anterior to posterior end, with 16 to 18 papillae in each
row. Cuticula without spines. Length of body, 2.5 to 4.0 mm.;
width 0.66 to 1.33 mm. Cirrus pouch elongated, extending from
posterior margin of oral sucker to middle third of body. Vagina as
long as cirrus pouch. Eggs light straw color, oval, with long polar
filament at each end; 0.019 to 0.021 mm. long, 0.01 to 0.013 mm
wide. Polar lid present. Most abundant parasite found; generally
occurs in cecum.
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Paramonostomurn cladocoel1um sp. nov.

Belopol kaya, 1968
Charadriu.s ,l,,,, , ,11cu.s Mull.
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Notocotyl1nae
QUINQUESEI\IALIS ZIBETHICAI ~ 5.

P. t$vl"ntl1

19~.;'l

Body elongate, 4.3 mm. long and 1.25 mm. wide, the anterior end
attenuated and the posterior end rounded with thin lateral margins:
Cuticle smooth and without spines. Ventral glands papilliform,
arranged irregularly in five longitudinal rows. Oral sucker terminal,
0.16 mm in diameter. Pharynx absent. Oesophagus short, 0.15 mm.
long. Intestinal caeca with slight rugae, the terminal portion of the
caeca passing between the testes and ending immediately posterior to the

testes.
Genital pore at 0.33 mm. from anterior end, median and close to
the intestinal bifurcation.
Excretory pore meafan situated ventrally, 0.156 mm. from the post-

erior extremity.

..···;'

Testes oval, lobc-d, symmf'lrical, l,1lt'tal to the terminal portion c,f
caeca and close lo the po:.lt>rior l "<lrt'mity. The lt>ft testis measures
0.47 x0.27 mm. and the ri~ht tf•<;tis, 0.'19 X 0.32 mm. i11 siZP. Cirrus <:ac
elongated, Claviform. mea·suring 0.98 X 0.18 mm. Vesicula seminalis
l'XIPrna tubular, coiled, lying medially free in the parenchyma at the
base of cirrm sac. Vesicula seminalis intcrna coiled, 0.'ll mm. long,
occup~ i11g the basal region of cirrus sac. Pars prostatica, measuring
0.32 X 0.07 mm., surrounded by prosl.lll· ({lands. Ductus ejaculatorius,
0.45 mm. long. Cirrus not protruded.
Ovary oval, measuring 0.19 X 0.1 ·! mn1.-median, intertesticular
~ituated at 0.35 mm. from the posterior extremity. Shell (Mehlis) gland
in front of the ovary, 0.1-l mm. in diameter. Vitelline glands follicular
extracaf'cal and extending from the antcrio1 margin of the testes upto a
point 1.87 mm. from the posterior end of the body. ic. a little posterior
to the middle of the body. Uterus with transverse loops, extending
from the anterior end of ovary for a short distance beyond the lateral
margin of intestinal caeca and vitellaria and then between the caeca as
far as tlw· cirrus sac. It then runs as a thin walled tube on the left
side of the cirrus sac to open at the genital pore. :-.fotraterm well
differentiated, muscular, 0.41 mm. long. Eggs measure 0.02-0.024 X
o.noa-0.012 mm. in size with a polar filament at each pole.
:i\faterial.
Host:
Location:
Locality :

Only one specimen.
l\!uskrat (Ondatra ~ibrthica)
duodenum.
Ile Perrot, Quebec, Canada

Only 3 species of the genus Quinqueserialis
far from mammals, i.e., Q. quinqutserialis of the
voles (Microlus), Q. hassalli (syn. Q. wolgaensis
voles in the U. S. A., Canada and Russia
a round tailed muskrat (Neofiber) in Florida.
recovered from the duodenum of a muskrat,
Canada and is new to science.

have been recorded so
muskrat (Ondatra) and
(Skvortsov, 1934) from
and Q. jloridensis from
The present form was
Ondatra Z,ibethica from
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Quinqu,rerinlis :ibetlucni sp nov. V ntn,

,ew

Trismat4 Belopolskaia, INS
...._ diaposis. - Notocotylidae, Notoootylinae: Body smaD,
~ with three (one median and two submedian), parallel, longi--..i.iea of two to four rod-shaped ridges each on ventral surface,
~ pu1 of which is concave. Oral IUCker subterminal, very
.Eeophagus short, ceca straight, close to median line. Testes lobed.
symmetrical just outside ceca at posterior extremity. Seminal vesicle
narrow, tubllla.r, winding. Cirrus pouch claviform, median; cimls spinole,
~ng, 1tout. Genital pore immediately behind intestinal bifurcation.
"UVary median, intercecal, in testicular zone, with shell gland compla ia

1

front. Vitelline follicles grouped immediately in front of teetes. tJteraa
coiled transversely between shell gland and seminal vesicle, overnaching
ceca laterally; eggs small, filamented. Parasitic in birds.

Genotype: T. aMtis Belopolskaia, 19153 (Pl. 73, Fig. 899) in C'4f1ftM
dapfa~· Russia.

Vnisrria/is~~lerley-Burto

n, 1958

Diagtao.n.r: Notocotylidae Liihe, 1909; body flattened, small, rather pointed at the ant.nor
end but rounded posteriorly; cuticle aspinose. Ventral surface with a single median longitudinal

row of Hltile glands.

Oral 1ucker terminal, pharynx absent ; esophagus short leading to intetVentral sucker absent.
Co1111bon ..-dtal pore ventral, median, anterior to intestinal bifurcation, near oral sucker. Two
lobed
potterior and extracecal in position ; external vesicula seminalis well developed.
Cirnu
elonaate with internal vesicula seminalis; cirrus unarmed. Ovary median, between
the...,. immediately posterior to Mehlis' gland; receptaculum absent. Uterus with ascendin,
limb cmly-, forming intracecal transverse slings. Metraterm long, with thickened walls ud
oJ>entn, at the genital pore. Vitellaria follicular, in 2 lateral extracecal bands, running forward
from llhterior border of testes. Excretory pore dorsal and posterior, receiving the 2 main excretory wssel1. Eggs numerous small and operculate with long polar filaments. Adults in inteatinal ceca and bursa Fabricius of birds. Genotype: V. gippyensis n. sp.

tinal bifurcation, ceca simple ending blindly near posterior extremity.

V11iserialis gippyensis n.

s!Beverley-Burton, 1958

Specik de.rcriptio,s: With characters of the genus. Body small, 1.37-2.54 long and 0.631.27 in maximum width at level of transverse uterine coils. Ventral surface with single median
longitudinal row of 5 large sessile glands which are coral pink and conspicuous in unfixed material. Anterior gland situated in posterior part of anterior third of body overlying base of cirrus
sac; sC!ClQnd gland immediately behind first. Third or median gland lying just inside posterior
half of body, widely separate from second and fourth glands. Latter situated in posterior third
of body, immediately anterior to fifth or posterior gland which is ventral to ovary. Anterior
and posterior glands of series noticeably smaller than other glands ; median gland largest. In
all specimens examined all glands are more or less protruded and have transverse slit-like openings. Oral sucker terminal, globular or sub-globular, measuring 0.12--0.17 x 0.12--0.18; mouth
directed forwards. Short skmkr .csuphap1s up to 0.13 in length, leads to bifurcation of gut.
Intestinal ceca extend to withi11 0.1~ 11f the posterior end of body. Ceca diverge in region of
transverse uterine coils, convnging 1.. pih, lwt\\'«'en testes; in post-testicular region ceca slightly
distended and more widely se1 1·1r;1te. Tc,tv, l11111•er than wide, extra-cecal and lying in posterior
region of body. Right testi, 11.1 11-0.51 · ,, 17 o..'R. and left 0.19-0.42x0.15--0.36. Both testes
lobed on outer margins; inner marcith ,, 111 !,·-, p1n11ounced lobation. External vesicula seminalis well developed and dorsal t,, 111,111
I 11,1.tl 111rtion of external vesicula seminalis lying
in longitudinal axis of body hut a11tl'r1<,111 ,.,: ,11111g ..' 11r 3 large loops before passing into cirrus
sac. Cirrus without spines or papill;11 .11,<1 h 111g 1n ,i11 l'l1111gatc, clearly demarcated cirrus sac
which measures 0.44-0.80" 0.0i--0.14. l:;1,l' ,1 rirri• '•" 11uatcd in second third of body. Cirrus sac also containing internal vc,irnla ,rn1111al1, 11,,, i'ars prostatica. Ovary slightly lobed
0.ll--0.24x0.10-0.24 lying in po~tl-rior rq.!irn1 of J., ', l11111een testes. Mehlis' gland just an1

terior to ovary in position and measuring 0.06--0.12 x 0.08--0.15. No receptaculum seminis.
Uterus with ascending limb and prominent transverse slings which are entirely intracecal. Total
number of uterine slings varying between 8 and 13, number anterior to vitellaria between 3 an~ 5.
Metraterm nearly as long as cirrus sac; when full of eggs extremely difficult to see, but when
empty or containing only a few eggs thickened walls are visible. 1fetraterm and cirrus sac
opening at common genital pore which is slit-like and situated, anterior to the intestinal bifurcation, near the oral sucker and only 0.09-0.19 from anterior margin of body. Vitellaria composed of distinct, irregular follicles measuring 0.02-0.0J x 0.03--0.0<>. Vitelline follicles arranged
in longitudinal extracecal bands on either side of body, confined to posterior half of body and
with posterior follicles overlying anterior border of testes. Vitelline ducts passing between
testes and posterior uterine slings to meet in the midline, dorsal to Mehli ' gland. Excretory
pore dorsal and posterior lying mid-way between posterior margin of body and ovary. Two
excretory canals run from esophageal region, parallel anteriorly with ceca, to small excretory
bladder lying ventral to excretory pore. Eggs thin-shelled, colorless and operculate, 18--20 x
11-13 microns and bearing polar filaments up to 0.113 long.
Host: Anas plat)•rhyncha platyrhyncha L.
Locations: Intestinal ceca and bursa Fabricii.
Locality: Nacton Decoy, near Ipswich, Suffolk, England.
Co-type: To be deposited in the collection of the British ~foseum ( Natural History).
DISCUSSION

This new genus shows affinities with other genera of the X otocotylidae Li.the,
1909, especially those of the sub family Notocotylinae Kossak, 1911, which includes
Notocotylus Diesing, 1839, Catatropis Odhner, 1905, Paramonostomum Liihe, 1909,
Quinqueserialis Skvorzov, 1934, Hofmonostommn Harwood, 1939 and Tristriata
Belopolskaia, 1953.
Diesing ( 1839) erected the genus N otocotylus for specimens ol "typical'' notocotylid internal anatomy and with 3 longitudinal rows of ventral glands. As Dubois ( 1951) pointed out there was still considerable confusion over the genus until
Odhner ( 1905) erected the genus Catatropis for those notocotvlids with a midventral keel, on either side of which is a row of glands. Lat~r workers, •ohle
(1933), Johnston (1928) and Skrjabin (1953), disregarded the presence of a ventral keel as a generic feature in Catatropis and attempted the ·eparation of Catatrvpis and N otocotylus using differences in the evaginahility of the ventral glands
and in the ratio of the measurements of the cirrus sac and metraterm. The genus
Paramonostomum was erected by Liihe ( 1909) for those species which have no
ventral glands or ridges. As noted by Harwood ( 1939), it is probable that several
species described as Paramonostomu1n are actually Catatropis. The genus Q"in-
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Notocotyl1dae

Un1aar1al1e brev1aer1al1s ·s tunkard,1967
ult

'Flit body is matr, mnrh tlattuwd, 11H,rt> p11:ntt<1 aJJlf~:-iorly al](l roun<le<l posiQdy. It is CotHt'X dorsaliy , ..:onl'a\'l; n:1111 ;.lly, ,, itli th(' <'dge:, of the body turned
nt.r and mediad. Fixed and Haiw<l .,pe,·inwn:- mca~ure 1.19 to 2.54 nun. iJJ
band .56 to 1.66 u1m. in wiJtlr. Tile· cutirnla is ·lll11; fi11e. sµines Wt're observed
the entral .urface of 11\'illf,!" worn1') bur 1 lie-' d1J not sliow on fixed and stained
P--l!tieci,nens. The Lody wall j.., Jelicate th<.: m11:-n:1a1,i1r- is weak: the• longitudinal
les are 1,tst developed. Tl1t' q:ntr:il LHl ,tce !.c:11~ f.,,'. median, protrusiLle
tJ.ands that are 1,;onspicuous in hviq.:- :-pt-ciml'ns. The v :ire t:"ircttlar to U\al in
Olltline with 1ra11s,erse ~lit -iike c,p1 ·11i1,;.:
l'l1l :u1 1eri,1r ;lnd po~tcr:or giarnb
cneasure 0.12 to 0.15 11m1. in di:i11ll't,·1. til e titr•·(' n1idtlle otws an- :,;mncwhat larger

/

;;

and measure 0.11.1 to 0.20 nun. 111 1i,1111t l t·1
Th,• 11 11 .it a11tcrior gJ;.nd is ..;itualt'd
about its diamef<'r po. 1t-rinr l11 t1w J.a~,· ul tL,· ci1 ru, .~;,c the ,,!cond gland i~ at the
level of the anterior 11111-. oi the , itt:llari:,: 1 h· : 111:·il .,l :111 ! i,. 11ear thr- ,ui ldli- ,if the
vitellim.- Yl111e; the f1111rtl1 gl:11!d i- u ,,r ,; 1:tl\ ;"•" 1t'li - i 1., tl1,: it', e: t,f tltl' cauda l
nds of th, \itC'lb1i:1 . :,, ,<J 1'1•. 11111:-;1 I" :,·n 1 11· 1, i ,, :1 I , ·l 1l1c n,:ui,t.: tc-, . I The
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t about the le\·el of tht> anterior ends of the vitellaria. it expands U>
a ~ed ex,tttnaI :,eminal \e icle which rnutimtt·.., tl1c forward cuur:,e tQ the

itms sac. 1". coiletl internal . eminal Yesic.k occupies the posterior third to 011e-'half
tlie drrus :-ac ·and i: continm:11 hy tht! ej.1ntlatury duct : hoth are t·11do ed in
oMetl~ <:ells. The cirrus :-:ir lead to tht· genital l'l)re, k,cateil anterior to the
.. eb,al ganglia and at or n,·ar the h t'I of the po:--terior hordrr of tht: oral sucker.
ffi'ie drrus sac is dor:;i,I to the nwrraterm and 111c:1:-: me:; from 0. t<.l to OAO mm. in
length and 0.0.55 to 0.15 mm. :n gr catt ~t ,,i ,lth. It i,:; loca!ed in tllr anterior fourth

:f)f tbe

body.
The ovary i:, lohcd, 11:,;11alh· lo11gt·r in thr <1 11t<'rn-pusterior axis an<l increase~ in
:iiie as the worm 111atun•s. In a yp1;11!-! :-pt'ci 1nn1 it 11 1:t) h · 0 lo J.:- O.Oi2 mm . and in
~ large, fully mature v.un11 it niav l 1t· ti.2:, li_\ 1,20 11 11 11. "1 ht> n\'irlurt arises at the
a11tero-dorsal margin a11cl n ·ct'iH·- a co111111u1• ,·i tt-lli:w uuct :i , 11 e11kr... '.\l ,·li lis'
gland, \\ hich is ::omt:what sma ller ;lllfl immcJi;.t,: lv a111, ·ri,1r 10 ; iw u\·an . ' 1 here
Js no seminal receptacle and the initi:il r11il. of the- 11;1·n1~ ·in· 1;11e<1 \\'ith "l';rmatozo;i,.
the uterus passes forward in int1·rt·an:al. trans\cr:.•~ loops, l :i trJ 23 in rntmher. to
ccmununicate with the 111etratern1. Tlw nwtratern1 i~ s,,11 1t·what shorter than the
cirrus sac. is \'entral in position , ha:, a weak mmrnlar wall. arnl opens at tht genital
pore posterior to the upcning ui th e cirru~ !-.:tl'. The ,·itdlaria ('(Jllsist of 15-20
discrettt, irregularly .~h,1ped fullide:-. "' liich 11ccu1,y tlw t xtracaecal areas from the
t~stes to the level of the external seminal n :-iclt-. l'i1,.., ex.tend through a distance
of 0.22 to 0.62 mm. and in large p.1rt are sitnatecl in the middle third of the liodv.
Collecting t.lucts course po:-;tl'ri,td alnng tlh·tr median fac-c.::, anci at the p•>:,tt:rior
of the ,·itellaria pass me<liad , ventral tu the t..',1t·ca, then t um dor,:;:tcl, juining above
Meblis' gland to form a \·itclli11e rec,·rtaclt.: fn,111 which tht shun common duct
leads to the oviduct. Tbc.: eggs are opercubte, r. n19 to 0.020 mrn . lllng. 0.01 I to
0.013 mm. \\·ide, prm·idtd \'ith Jon~ polar fila1ne11l~. and c111hryo11,1ted " ·lwn pa~sed .
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Notoootylidae,\h a family oo posed or five genera and found in t~
"'

A..

alimentary oane.l of aquatic birds and mamrials, ere trematode~~ tVt..1u
oharaoterized by the absence of a vent al sucker, (the aoetabulum), the
absence or a pharynx, ovary located between testes, testes usually 1 t-

eral to oeoa; simple, long, separately endi~ ceca, transverse, horizontal, looped uterus, eggs with a long t lament at each end, and usually
three longitudinal rows ot unicellular glands on the ventral surtaoe.

A whistling swan, Cygnus ool':1°1bianus, examined this spring contained a number of notoootylid trematodeR which were identified as
Paramonostomum elongatum ('Yamaguti) (one specimen) and Notocotylus

lin.eaus (Rullolphi, 1819) Szidat, 1936, (about fifteen specimens).
Both species are menbers of the sub-family Notoootylinae • .
The genus Paramonostomum is di stinr1 u1 shed from ~ rel.a ted genera
by the absence of ventral glHnds, peculiar anl cha racteristio

structures oooumng in many Notoootylidae.

The s ngle specimen o f ~ -

monostomum. collected a reed , exactly with a description of Paramonostomum

elongatum, Yamaguti, 1934.
fror.1 a swan in Korea,

21!!.£

Previously this species
bewicki ~aukowsldi.

ms

bee

only kno

This species differ

from the others collected here by its greater size, relative longer
metraterm in proportion to the cirrus pouch (2/3 length of cirrus sac),
length of cirrus pouch in proportion to the length of the body (extending to near middle of body), the a bs ence of evidence that ventral gla Dis

were present, genital pore caudal to bifurcation of intesti nal ceca,

.

and the length of the vi tellaria occupying one fourth (1/4) the body
I

length.
The identification of the other specimens is so me ·hat uncertain.
Th r: re is reason to believe that the ventral glands are often diffioul. t
to observe, especially in specimens which are dead vihen collected.
could he seen on any of our trematodes, exoept tor one speciI'len
where only traces of glands could be seen.

Since the gland 8 ar

one

✓

or

it seems that thfs oharaotarist 1c is mer al y one

4oubttul Value. in distiJ18u:iahi~ species.

Therefore, it is neoossary

to use other distinguishing oharact ristics in id entitying these

apeo imens.

They seemed to agree ros t closely with Notooot:i:lua l 1nesr1 a

(Ruldolphi, 1819) Szidat, 1936, titting the description by Szidat ,
except the ventral glands were not visible,

This trenatode is relatively

s1:1.alle:- than ~. el ongatwn, tire metratenn measured one thi r-d tire length
or the oirrus pouoh, oir:r:us sac extend to the beginning of middle third

ot body, genital· pore posterior to bifurcation ot the ceca, and the
vitellaria oocupied one third the body length,

Hither to, this ape oies

has been reported trcm the ceca of the plover, Vanellus eris tatus in
(Germany) E1 ope.
Notoootylus attenuatus is a common species fro
swans in Europe and is known fron ducks ond
differs from

li,

rlucl·s, geese, and

eese in this cou, try.

It

linearis . in behg larger and in thit tt.e v~gina is

about one half (;\-) the length of the cirrus sao ,rathe · than one third (l/3 ).

li• da:t'ilae Harwood; 1939, from ducks in this country is about the same
size as our specimens, but in this species also the :me traterm is o e bi lf
(½) the length of the cirrus sac.
The last parasite 1x> be reported as a new location record is
Notocotylus regis, Harwood, 1939 from the rail in Nebraska , Rallua elegans.
It has been formerly reported from Texas.

The ovoid body

ffipe easily

distinguishes it from mes t other !!Embers

or

the gen us Notocotylus .

The metziterm is two thirds (2/3) as long

11s

cirrus pouch, genital pore

mid-cephalic to the irtestinal bifurcation, cirrus sac one fourth ( )
length of body, and vi tellaria occupy one fourth ( ) body length,
In surll!JJary two new host records ar " r eported, namely!!, linearis
and

!£.

R• elongatwn from the histlini; swan, and a new locality, record of
regis from the ra · 1 of Nebraska.

